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FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS AND
THEIR STABLE CONTACTS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
ABRACT
Bo Zhang, PhD
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2017
ABSTRACT
Supervising Professor: Bruce E. Gnade

Contact resistance plays an important role in maintaining high device performance in
thermoelectric (TE) generators and coolers. In order to achieve 95% device efficiency, the
contact resistance needs to be < 10% of the total leg resistance. Therefore, stable contact
electrodes with low contact resistivity are necessary to ensure good device efficiency. In this
dissertation, various contact materials (Hf, Ni, Ti and Au) were evaluated as potential contact
metals to Mg2Si used for moderate temperature applications. The data indicate that Ni is the best
candidate among the four: it can be stable up to 400°C. The contact failure analysis showed that
Ni diffuses into Mg2Si after annealing at 450°C for as short as two hours. The TaAlN ternary
thin film system was evaluated as a contact material to SiGe to be used at high temperature. The
thermal stability study indicates that TaAlN films are stable and conductive after at least 106 hr
post-deposition annealing, without showing signs of cracking or delamination. The contact
resistance of TaAlN-SiGe contacts remains stable at approximately 10-6 Ω-cm after annealing for
106 hr. Furthermore, experimental data showed a sharp interface between TaAlN and SiGe,
indicating no inter-diffusion occurs after post-deposition annealing. The excellent thermal

vii

stability, good conductivity and low contact resistance to SiGe makes thin TaAlN films a
promising candidate for contact electrodes to high-temperature SiGe based thermoelectric
devices.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are solid-state, semiconductor based electronic devices
which can convert waste heat into electricity. A typical TEG is composed of many
thermoelectric (TE) modules inserted between two heat exchangers, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Each TE module consists of pairs of n-type and p-type semiconductors forming TE couples,
which are electrically connected in series and thermally connected in parallel. The TEGs work
by applying heat at one side of the device, while keeping the other side cold. The temperature
difference across the thickness of the TEG material causes electron flow, resulting in enough
power to energize the output circuit. This phenomenon is called the Seebeck effect.1 The TE
modules are also used in TE coolers based on the Peltier effect,2 in which a temperature
difference is generated by applying an electrical energy. The cooling or heating mode can be
switched by changing the polarity of the input current.
A TEG has high device reliability and requires little maintenance because there are no
moving parts, working fluids or gas emission during operation. The energy conversion is direct,
bypassing the process of converting heat into mechanical energy and then into electricity, which
is common in traditional heat engines such as steam engineers or Stirling engines. TEGs also
have advantages of scalability as well as being lightweight, having quiet operation and being
compact in size.3,4 Because of these advantages, TEGs have a wide range of applications in
automobiles, deep space probes, factories, and small portable devices.3,4 However, current TEGs
do not compete with the conventional power generation due to their low efficiency and high cost.
In this chapter, I review the historical development of TEGs (1.1), then discuss the market
1

requirements of TEGs (1.2) and my research focus to improve the TEG efficiency (1.3), and
finally provide an outline for this dissertation (1.4).

Figure 1.1. A typical TEG module.5 Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 2008, Rights
Managed by Nature Publishing Group.
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1.1

Historical development
Seebeck discovered the first TE phenomenon in 1821.6 He found that a circuit consisting

of two dissimilar metals in contact at different temperatures could produce a voltage. Today, it is
known as the Seebeck effect: a voltage is generated when a temperature difference is applied
across a material.2 In 1834, Peltier discovered that an electrical current could introduce cooling
or heating at the junctions of two dissimilar metals.2 This is known as the Peltier effect. The
Seebeck effect is the foundation of TEGs, while the Peltier effect is the foundation of TE coolers.
In 1854, Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) found that Seebeck and Peltier effects are related, where
the Peltier coefficient (Π) simply equals the Seebeck coefficient (α) times absolute temperature
(T), indicating TE materials can be used both for power generation with a temperature difference
or heat pumping with an applied current.2 In 1909, Altenkirch first derived the maximum
efficiency of a TEG based on a constant property model, known as the material figure-of-merit
zT.7 In 1959, Loffe developed the optimized formula used for determining the maximum
efficiency,8 given as
𝑧=

𝛼!𝜎
𝜅

(1-1)

where α is the thermopower, σ is the electrical conductivity and κ is the thermal conductivity. In
1947, Telkes created the first TEG with an efficiency of 5%.9 In 1954, Goldsmid demonstrated a
Bi2Te3 based thermoelectric cooler that could cool a surface to 0℃.10 In the same year, Jordan
and Birden invented the first radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs).9 In 1977, NASA
launched Voyagers 1 and 2 powered by Multihundred-Watt radioisotope thermoelectric
generators (MHW-RTG) made of SiGe. Each spacecraft was equipped with 3 RTGs, and each
3

RTG generates thermal power of approximately 2400 Watts.11 Both have been reliably used for
40 years of maintenance-free operation in deep space.12 In 1993, Hicks and Dresselhaus
published a theory paper showing that nanotechnology could greatly improve the material figureof-merit zT, which was approximately 10 years before the zT improvement was shown
experimentally.13 In 1995, Fairbanks at the US Department of Energy (DOE) started a program
to develop TEGs for automotive and industrial applications. In 2004, DOE together with GM,
BMW and other companies funded a program to continue to develop automotive TEGs. In 2014,
Alphabet Energy announced the production of E1, which is the first TEG used for industrial
waste heat harvesting based on p-type tetrahedrite and n-type Mg2Si.14
1.2

Market requirement
In developing countries, about 1.4 billion people do not have access to electricity because

they are not connected to the electric grid. Biomass energy is their main energy source. Cooking
stoves with low efficiency (<10%) are used to produce biomass energy.15 Such a low efficiency
introduces many environmental problems such as global warming and toxic gas emission. Stoves
with high efficiency are required to change the current situation. With the installment of TEGs to
the conventional stoves, the combustion efficiency of multifunctional stoves can increase from
10% to 80%.15 It is reported that Bi2Te3 modules were used in a multifunctional stove that is
commercially available.15 The development of TE materials that can operate at mid range
temperatures (400K-800K) could advance the progress of these devices.
In developed countries, TEGs also have a huge potential market. According to a report
published by the U.S. Energy Information Administration,16 about 1.9 million (1.7%) households
in the U.S. relied on wood as the main fuel for home heating in 2005, increasing to 2.5 million
4

(2.1%) households in 2012. In the Northeast, at least a 50% increase was seen from 2005 to
2012. In addition, about 9 million homes (7.7%) used wood as a second heating source. The
wood consumption for main and secondary heating per year (approximately 147 billion kWh) is
about the same as propane consumption and slightly less than fuel oil consumption. Heating
stoves and fireplaces are the most commonly used equipment for main and secondary heating,
respectively. Heating stoves normally work in the temperature range of 533K to 866K with a
heating efficiency of 70-83%.17 Even though wood stoves are not considered a low efficiency
heat source, the heat can also be utilized to generate enough power for charging a cell phone or
for lighting. A TEG producing 25 Watts can produce 0.6 kWh of electricity per day (if 24 hrs
continuous heat is provided), equaling the electricity produced by a 200 Watt solar cell panel.18
The two devices produce the same amount of electricity per day if you have a continuous heat
source. TEGs also have a long lifetime. If a 250 Watt TEG is installed to a heating stove, it can
produce 6 kWh per day, which is approximately 1/5 of the electricity consumed per household
per day.18 The TEGs are rated to work more than 22 years of continuous operation. Hence, there
is a great demand for the TEGs market in the U.S., so developing TE devices with higher
efficiency is imperative.
The automotive industry is another large potential market for TEGs. The efficiency of a
combustion engine is incredibly low: only about 25% of the total combustion energy is
transferred into usable energy for transportation.4 About 40% goes to the exhaust directly,
generating an exhaust temperature of approximately 673K-973K.4 Installing a TEG could
increase fuel efficiency by as much as 10%. In 2010, DOE funded $7.15 million, and the partners
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funded another $2.385 million in a vehicle technology program with a target to include TEGs on
cars for the U.S. market in 2018 models.19
In general, the market for TEGs is increasing rapidly. According to a report published by
markets-and-markets in 2015,20 the global market is estimated to be $320M in 2015 reaching
USD $547M by the end of 2020, with a growth rate of 13.8%. With such a large potential
market, new TE materials and systems are being developed to use waste heat in the high
temperature range, and a significant opportunity is expected in the near future.
1.3

My research topic

1.3.1

Research background
The most popular criterion used for evaluating thermoelectric material quality is the

material TE figure of merit, zT. The typical efficiency for a TEG is 5-8% with a material zT of
approximately 1 or less (Figure 1.2).4 The material figure of merit zT is defined as5
𝛼!𝜎
𝑧𝑇 =
𝑇
𝜅

(1-2)

where α is the thermopower, σ is the electrical conductivity, κ is the thermal conductivity and T
is the temperature. In the past decades, extensive research efforts were put into developing
materials with an intrinsic zT of ≥2, in order to obtain an efficiency over 10%.4 There are also
several other properties that could improve the TEG low efficiency, such as scaling down for
small applications and developing new junction materials (electrical contacts). Moreover,
searching for low-cost, environmentally friendly materials would further improve TEG
competitiveness in the market.
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Figure 1.2. Typical TE efficiencies with different zT values.4 Reproduced with permission.
Copyright © 2017 reserved by Elsevier Ltd.
TEGs have a clear advantage over traditional electricity generators due to their wide
range of size. While traditional power generation systems are heavy and large, TEG systems can
be scalable to small sizes and attached to any system such as engine exhaust, industrial furnace,
stoves or even embedded in cell phones.3,4 Extremely small TEGs have been fabricated to
harvest very small amounts of heat for low power applications such as mobile devices and
medical applications.3 Thin film devices were fabricated using various techniques such as
sputtering and CVD.3 The size of the thermoelectric elements have been as small as 100 µm.3
When the size of a TE device is scaled down, especially in leg length, electrical contact
resistance becomes an important factor limiting the device efficiency. For instance, the device
efficiency increases from 0.33 to 0.83 if the contact resistance decreases from 10-4 Ω-cm2 to 10-5
Ω-cm2 when the device length is 0.5 mm. 21,22 Such improvement in device efficiency will make
micro TEGs more competitive and provide new applications.
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The selection of electrical contact materials is crucial to maintain good TE device
performance and stability. Because TEGs are operated at a high temperature gradient for a large
number of thermal cycles, both the TE materials and the electrical contacts are subject to harsh
thermal and mechanical conditions. The failure of contacts can limit the device performance and
its application. For example, SiGe is a typical TE material used in the high-temperature range
(800K to 1300K).23 It has been reported in the literature that the optimized zT for p-type SiGe is
0.95 at 1073K,23 and the optimized zT for n-type SiGe is 1.5 at 1173K.24 Even with a moderate
zT and good stability at high temperature, SiGe based TE modules have been mainly used for
power sources in space such as radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTG). One possible
reason for such limited applications for SiGe TE devices is that the existing electrical contact
materials cannot survive such high temperature in non-vacuum conditions. Therefore, the
electrical contacts become one of the main limiting factors for the application of TEGs at high
temperatures. If stable contacts can be developed that operate at such high temperatures, it will
open up new applications for commercial use.
The traditional TE materials used for commercial TE applications are Bi2Te3, PbTe and
SiGe.25 TEGs will be more competitive if cheaper and more environmentally friendly materials
can be developed. For example, Mg2Si is a potential TE material that could be used in the midtemperature (400K-800K) range. Mg2Si has many advantages such as high natural abundance of
the constituent materials, low cost, non-toxic and low mass density. Other TE materials normally
used in this temperature range, such as lead chalogenides (i.e. PbTe), skuterudites (i.e. CoAs3)
and half Heusler compounds (i.e. (Hf,Zr)Ni(Sn,Sb)-based alloys), are either toxic or more
expensive.26 Table 1.1 lists material cost for these TE materials. Many research efforts have been
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made to improve zT of Mg2Si. The optimized the zT reported for n-type Mg2Si is 1.5 at
716K.25,27 The highest zT reported for p-type Mg2Si is 0.7 at 675K.28 However, only a limited
amount of work has been done on thin-film Mg2Si and electrical contact studies. Since Mg2Si is
a desirable TE material, thin-film Mg2Si is also attractive for future micro TEG applications.
Table 1.1. Material cost for different TE materials.26 Reproduced with permission. Copyright ©
2014 reserved by Elsevier Ltd.
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a. Price is obtained from Sigmaaldrich.com; b. Price is obtained from Alibaba.com
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1.3.2

The significance of contact resistance
The efficiency of a real device is always smaller than that calculated from the material

figure-of-merit z, because of non-ideal effects such as electrical and thermal contact resistance,
etc. Min and Rowe derived the efficiency of a thermoelectric leg in the presence of both an
electrical and thermal contact resistance in 1996, assuming the properties of the TE material
remain the same as a function of temperature. The efficiency (𝜂) is determined as22,29
𝜂=

Δ𝑇
𝑇!

1
𝑅
1 + 2 𝑅!,!
!,!

!

(1-3)

1 Δ𝑇
4 1 + 2𝑅!,! /𝑅!,!
(2 − 2 𝑇 + 𝑧𝑇
)
!
! 1 + 2𝑅!,! /𝑅!,!

where Δ𝑇 is the temperature difference between the hot and cold sides of the module, 𝑇! is the
temperature at the hot side of the module, R is the resistance, the subscript c or l refers to the
contact or leg resistance, while T and e refers to thermal and electrical resistance. For instance,
𝑅!,! refers to the electrical contact resistance (Ω). As seen in Equation 1-3, the TEG efficiency
can be improved by decreasing the electrical contact resistance.
The maximum efficiency of a TEG is limited by device figure of merit ZT, which is
given by Equation 1-43,29

𝜂!"# =

𝑇! − 𝑇!
𝑇!

𝑍(𝑇! + 𝑇! )
−1
2
𝑍(𝑇! + 𝑇! ) 𝑇!
1+
+𝑇
2
!
1+

(1-4)

where 𝑇! is the temperature at the cold side. The relationship between material figure-of-merit
(z) and device figure-of-merit (Z) is given by Equation 1-521
𝑍 = 𝑧[

𝐿
]
𝐿 + 2𝑟! 𝜎
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(1-5)

where L is the leg length of the thermoelements, z is the material figure-of-merit, 𝑟! is the
electrical contact resistance and 𝜎 is the electrical conductivity of the thermoelements.
Equations 1-4 and 1-5 clearly point out that the performance of a TE device not only
depends on material figure-of-merit, but also relies on the leg length, the electrical conductivity
and the contact resistance. According to Min and Rowe’s study on module geometry for TEGs,22
an electrical output increase of 75% was demonstrated with a decrease of leg length of the
thermoelements (from 2.54 mm to 0.5 mm) by 80%. Meanwhile, the conversion energy is
reduced by less than 10%. The measurements were done based on a temperature difference of
100℃ with the hot side attached to a heat source of 120℃ and with the cold side remaining at
ambient temperature. Hence, a shorter leg length is desired to obtain a higher power output for
TEGs used in the low temperature range. Assuming L=0.5 mm, 𝜎= 103S/cm, Z/z will increase
from 0.33 to 0.83 if the contact resistance decreases from 10-4 Ω-cm2 to 10-5 Ω-cm2 (Equation 15). According to Equation 1-4, such a change in Z will have a large impact on the maximum
efficiency.

Figure 1.3. The efficiency of a TEG decreases as a function of the fraction of electrical contact
resistance to total resistance.29 Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 2015, the Minerals,
Metals & Materials Society.
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1.4

Description of chapters
In the following chapters of this dissertation, I will provide background on the basic

principles on thermoelectricity (Chapter 2) and discuss work performed during my Ph.D. study
(Chapter 3, 4 and 5). The goals are to fabricate stable and low electrical resistance contact
materials for Mg2Si and SiGe for use at elevated temperatures, as well as evaluating thin-film
Mg2Si as a potential TE material. This research is divided into three main tasks:
1. Develop the processes for thin film deposition and doping of Mg2Si. We used magnetron
sputtering to deposit the Mg2Si films. Co-sputtering experiments were performed to fabricate
Mg2Si thin films with controlled doping from 1-10 mole%. The detailed experimental results
are given in Chapter 3.
2. Select appropriate contact materials for Mg2Si. Electrode selection was based on the work
function and the thermal expansion coefficient of the contact metals relative to Mg2Si. The
chemical stability and thermodynamic stability relative to Mg2Si is another important factor
when selecting the electrical contact materials. We used the Cross Bridge Kelvin Resistor
(CBKR) method to measure the contact resistance. A detailed study is presented in Chapter
4.
3. Study TaAlN ternary thin films as a contact material to SiGe. We used magnetron sputtering
to prepare both SiGe and TaAlN thin films. The thermal stability tests of TaAlN-SiGe
contacts were carried out in an N2 ambient at 800℃. The contact resistance of TaAlN on
SiGe was measured using the transfer length measurement (TLM) method. A detailed study
is given in Chapter 5.
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4. Finally, the overall summary of this research and future research plans on the topic of
thermoelectric materials and contacts is given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Thermoelectric effects
The thermoelectric effect is a phenomenon in which a potential is developed when a

temperature difference is applied and vice versa. The thermoelectric effects include the Seebeck
effect, the Peltier effect and the Thomson effect.

A
T

B

B

T+ΔT

VAB
Figure 2.1. A schematic illustration of the Seebeck effect.
Consider an Aluminum rod that one end is heated with a higher temperature T+∆T and
cooled at the other end with a temperature T. The electrons in the hot end become more energetic
and therefore have greater velocities than those in the cold end, resulting a net diffusion of
electrons from the hot end to the cold end. Consequently, a potential difference is developed
between the hot end and the cold end. The potential deference across the metal due to
temperature difference is called the Seebeck effect. Figure 2.1 shows two different conductors A
and B connected in a circuit. A net voltage is observed between A and B when a temperature
difference ∆T is applied to the junctions. The magnitude of the developed voltage is proportional
to the temperature difference ∆T,1 given as:
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𝑉!" = 𝑆!" ∆𝑇

(2-1)

where 𝑆!" is the Seebeck coefficient for the thermocouple pair A-B, and 𝑉!" is the voltage
between A and B.
The Peltier effect is shown in Figure 2.2. When electric current is applied to the circuit
composed of two conductors A and B, heat will be absorbed at one junction and released at the
other, resulting in cooling and heating at the different junctions. The rate of heat generation at the
junction is given by1:
!
𝑄!"
= 𝛱!" 𝛪

(2-2)

where 𝛱!" is called the Peltier coefficient for the A-B system and I is the current. 𝛱!" is positive
when TAB > TBA.1

Q’AB
TAB

A

A

Q’BA
TBA

B

Figure 2.2. A schematic illustration of the Peltier effect.
As seen in Figure 2.3 (a), a current flows from an n-type semiconductor to a metal
through an ohmic contact and the electrons flow from a metal to the semiconductor. Because
there is an increase of average energy of the electrons in the contact region: their energy is EC
plus the average kinetic energy (3∕2kT), heat must be absorbed to allow the passage of electrons
from the metal to the conduction band of the semiconductor. When a current flows from a metal
to an n-type semiconductor, heat is released at the contact because Ec is higher than EFm, as
shown in Figure 2.3(b).
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I

I
CB
EC
EFn
EV

Q
EFm

Q
EFm

CB
EC
EFn
EV

VB

VB

Ohmic contact
region

Ohmic contact
region
Metal n-type semiconductor

Metal n-type semiconductor

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3. (a) current from n-type semiconductor to metal causes heat absorption at the junction;
(b) current from metal to n-type semiconductor causes heat to be released at the junction.
The Thomson effect describes the heat absorbed or liberated with one single conductor
when a current passes through it in a temperature gradient. Considering a conductor with one end
heated and the other end cooled (Figure 2.4 (a)), a potential difference is generated when
electrons flow from the hot end to the cold end, and when the applied current flows from the cold
end to the hot end, heat is released. When a current flows from the cold end to the hot end of a
conductor, heat is liberated. When the current flows in the opposite direction, the heat is
adsorbed.1

Thot

Heat
libreated
Tcold Thot
I
(a)

Heat
absorbed
Tcold
I
(b)

Figure 2.4. A schematic illustration of the Thomson effect. Depending on the direction of the
current flow, the heat can be: a) liberated, or b) absorbed.
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The Thomson coefficient τ is given as1:
𝜏=

1 𝑑𝑞
𝐼 𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥

!"

(2-3)
!"

where I is the current, !" is the heating rate per unit length and !" is the temperature gradient.
These three effects are related to each other using the Kelvin relations as1:
𝜏! − 𝜏! = 𝑇

𝑑𝑆!"
𝑑𝑥

(2-4)

The relationship between the Seebeck and Peltier effects can be directly connected by1:
𝛱!" = 𝑆!" 𝑇
2.2

(2-5)

Thermoelectric figure of merit
The efficiency of a TE material is reflected by the thermoelectric figure-of-merit zT,

which is defined by2:
𝑧𝑇 =

𝑆!𝜎
𝑇
𝜅

(2-6)

where S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, κ is the thermal conductivity
and T is the absolute temperature. By the Wiedemann-Franz law, the thermal conductivity can be
further written as2:
𝜅 = 𝜅! + 𝜅!

(2-7)

where κe is the thermal conductivity due to electrons and holes transporting heat, and κl is the
thermal conductivity attributed to phonons traveling through the lattice. Therefore, in order to
achieve a high efficiency, the TE material should have a large Seebeck coefficient, a high
electrical conductivity and a low thermal conductivity.
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Carrier concentration can be tuned to improve zT. Carrier concentration is proportional to
electrical conductivity and electron thermal conductivity, but inversely correlated with the
Seebeck coefficient, there is a specific carrier concentration to obtain the optimized ZT. For
instance, the Seebeck coefficient for metals and degenerate semiconductors is given by2:
8𝜋 ! 𝑘!! ∗ 𝜋 !
𝑆=
𝑚 𝑇( )!
3𝑒ℎ!
3𝑛

(2-8)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, m* is the effective mass of the
carrier, n is the carrier concentration and e is the electric charge. The electrical conductivity is
related to n through mobility (µ), as following2:
𝜎 = 𝑒𝑛𝜇

(2-9)

and the electrons and holes thermal conductivity is directly related to the electrical conductivity,
namely2:
𝜅! = 𝐿𝜎𝑇 = 𝑒𝑛𝜇𝐿𝑇

(2-10)

where L is the Lorenz factor. For free electrons, L = 2.4×10-8 J-2K-2C-2. The dependence of
Seebeck coefficient, electron conductivity, and electron/hole thermal conductivity on carrier
concentration is plotted in Figure 2.5. As a result, an optimal carrier concentration exists for the
highest zT. Modeled for Bi2Te3, the highest zT occurs at the carrier concentration of 1019 cm-3
(Figure 2.5).2
Lowering the thermal conductivity of the TE material is another method to improve ZT.
Glass (i.e. SiO2) is a material with minimum thermal conductivity, however it still shows low TE
efficiency due to its poor electrical conductivity. Good TE materials should be a “phonon-glass
electron-crystal” (PGEC) which are crystalline materials that can scatter phonons without
significantly reduced the electrical conductivity, meanwhile they behave like glass that has poor
20

thermal conductivity which can keep the temperature difference between two thermocouples.2
The traditional way to reduce thermal conductivity is by site substitution (alloying) with
isoelectronic elements for the purpose of creating a large mass contrast to disorder the phonon
path while keeping the crystalline electronic structure.2 Recently research has focused on the
search for materials with intrinsic low thermal conductivity, for example, materials with a
complex unit cell.2

S
S2σ

n=1x1019 cm-3

σ

Κe
ΚL

Insulators Semiconductors Metals
Figure 2.5. A schematic illustration of the maximum zT achieved at a carrier concentration of
1019 cm-3 based on Bi2Te3. The optimized zT is obtained by tuning the carrier concentration.
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In this dissertation, Mg2Si was studied as the TE material of interest to be used in the
673K-773K range because the zT of Mg2Si peaks in this temperature range (Figure 2.6(a)). SiGe
was selected as the TE material of interest to be used at approximately 800℃ because of the
maximum zT obtained in this temperature range (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. zT of: (a) n-type and (b) p-type TE materials as a function of temperature.2
Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 2008, Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group.
2.3

Thermoelectric module
Heat source
Electrical contacts

N

P

Electrical Insula.on
(good heat conductor)

Cold side

Figure 2.7. A schematic diagram of a typical TEG module.
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Figure 2.7 shows a typical TEG module. It is composed of p-type and n-type
semiconductors inserted between two insulating ceramic plates. The efficiency (𝜂) of a TEG is
determined by the heat (Q) and the generated electrical power (P) given as3:
𝜂=

2.4

Electrical contact resistance

2.4.1

Ohmic contact

𝑃
𝑄

(2-11)

An ohmic contact is a non-rectifying electrical junction between a metal and
semiconductor that does not limit the current flow.4 When describe an ohmic contact, it is not a
requirement to have linear I-V characteristic for the contact to be ohmic. Instead for the contact
to be ohmic, the current should be mainly limited by the semiconductor resistance outside the
contact region rather than the resistance across the interface. Figure 2.8 shows the formation of
an ohmic contact between a metal and an n-type semiconductor.4
Accumula/on region Bulk semiconductor
ohmic contact

EFm

φm

φn

CB
EC
EFn
EV

EFm

VB

VB
Metal

CB
EC
EFn
EV

n-type
Semiconductor
Metal
A@er contact

n-type
Semiconductor
Before contact

Figure 2.8. An ohmic contact is formed when a metal with a small work function is put in contact
with an n-type semiconductor.
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An ohmic contact is formed when the work function of the metal (𝜙! ) is smaller than the
work function of the semiconductor (𝜙! ). It is energetically favorable for electrons to go to the
conduction band of the semiconductor rather than staying in the metal, therefore electrons will
flow from the metal into the semiconductor. The electrons pile up in the semiconductor near the
contact region, creating the accumulation region.4 Equilibrium is met when the Fermi level
aligns between the metal and the semiconductor. The electrons on either side of the junction have
the same energy, therefore the electrons can cross the junction in either direction without a
barrier when an electric field is applied.
2.4.2

Schottky contact

V0
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Vacuum
level
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Metal

φn
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Figure 2.9. A Schottky contact is formed when a metal with a high work function is put into
contact with an n-type semiconductor (𝜙! >𝜙! ).
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Figure 2.9 shows a metal with a high work function and an n-type semiconductor. A
Schottky contact is formed when the work function of the metal (𝜙! ) is higher than the work
function of the semiconductor (𝜙! ). The more energetic electrons in the semiconductor tend to
flow into the metal, leaving behind an electron-depleted region of width W. This region is called
the depletion region,4 in which positively changed donors are generated. The contact potential is
developed, which is called the built-in potential V0. Equilibrium is met when the built-in
potential prevents electrons from flowing into the metal. Put more rigorously, the Fermi levels of
the semiconductor and the metal line up at equilibrium. The potential barrier for electrons to
move across the junction is called the Schottky barrier height (𝜙! ), which is defined as 4
𝜙! = 𝜙! − 𝜒 = 𝑒𝑉! + (𝐸! − 𝐸!! )

(2-12)

where 𝐸! and 𝐸!! are the energy levels of the conduction band and the Fermi level of the
semiconductor, respectively. 𝜒 is the electron affinity, defining the energy needed to remove one
electron from the semiconductor. Because the depletion region (W) is depleted with respect to
electrons, (𝐸! − 𝐸!! ) must increase to decrease the number of electrons (n). Equation 2-13 gives
the relationship between (𝐸! − 𝐸!! ) and n as:4
𝑛 = 𝑁! exp [−

(𝐸! − 𝐸!! )
]
𝑘! 𝑇

(2-13)

where 𝑁! is a temperature dependent constant and 𝑘! is the Boltzmann constant.
2.4.3

Current transport mechanism
Figure 2.10 shows three transport mechanisms for a metal/n-semiconductor junction of a

Schottky contact as a function of doping concentrations. At low doping concentration, the
depletion region is wide that the only way for the electrons to flow to the metal is to jump over
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the Schottky barrier. It is called a thermionic emission process (ThE).5 At medium doping
concentration, the electrons are thermally excited giving them enough energy to go to the energy
where the barrier is thin enough to cross. It is called a thermionic field emission process (ThFE).5
At high doping concentration, there is only a thin barrier separating the metal from the
semiconductor and the electrons can easily tunnel through the barrier. This process is called field
emission (FE).5
a. Thermionic emission
I
Low doping
V
Scho<ky
b. Thermionic-ﬁeld emission
I
medium doping
V

c. Field emission

I

heavy doping

V
Ohmic

Figure 2.10. Conduction mechanisms for a metal/n-type semiconductor junction as a function of
doping concentration. (a) Thermionic emission; (b) thermionic-field emission; and (c) field
emission.
The three transport mechanisms can be differentiated by the characteristic energy (𝐸!! ),
which is given by5:
𝐸!! = 1.86×10!!!

!
∗ !
!!"#
!
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[eV]

(2-14)

∗
where N is the doping concentration, 𝑚!"#
is the tunneling effective mass and 𝜀! is the relative

dielectric constant of the semiconductor. A comparison of thermal energy kT and 𝐸!! shows that
for ThE, 𝑘𝑇 ≫ 𝐸!! ; for ThFe, 𝑘𝑇 ≈ 𝐸!! ; for FE, 𝑘𝑇 ≪ 𝐸!! .
The specific contact resistivity of a FE process is given as5:
𝜌! (𝐹𝐸) ∽ exp(

𝐶!
𝑁

)

∗
2𝛷! 𝑚!"#
𝜀!
𝐶! =
𝑞ℎ

(2-15)

(2-16)

where 𝐶! is a constant, which is related to the barrier height 𝛷! , the tunneling effective mass
∗
𝑚!"#
and permittivity 𝜀! of the semiconductor.6 N is the doping concentration, q is the electric

charge and h is the Planck constant. Such a contact is also called a tunneling contact, where the
doping concentration for this contact needs to be 1019 cm-3 or higher.2 An ohmic contact behavior
can be achieved by the formation of a tunneling contact.
2.5

Contact resistance measurement techniques
We have used standard contact test structures to measure the contact resistance Rc and to

extract 𝜌! : the cross bridge Kelvin resistor method and the transfer length measurement method.
2.5.1

Cross bridge Kelvin method
The Cross bridge Kelvin resistor (CBKR) method was used to evaluate the contact

resistance for sputtered thin-film Mg2Si, as will be described in Chapter 3. The CBKR method
has a high sensitivity, 10-10 Ω-cm2, when used in thin film studies.7,8 Compared with contact
resistance studies of bulk materials,9–12 the CBKR method has the following three advantages: 1)
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the contact area is well defined in the thin film CBKR pattern, which is difficult to achieve with
bulk materials due to the contact sintering process; 2) the oxidation of the sample surface is
removed using Ar+ ion sputtering prior to metal deposition, which provides a better indication of
the true contact resistance,13 and 3) room temperature deposited contacts are accessible for
measurements since high temperature annealing is not necessary for the contact formation. The
mesa structure shown in Figure 2.11 (a) was used for the CBKR measurements. The regions
marked with a cross are the metal-semiconductor contact pads. The CBKR measurement was
conducted by measuring the voltage between pads 1 and 2 while applying current through pads 3
and 4. The contact pad size is designed to be 25 × 25 µm in order to place 2 electrical probes on
the same pad simultaneously. Because of the high conductivity of the metal contacts, the
resistance of the metal itself was ignored. The contact resistance Rc can be obtained directly if
there is a perfect alignment between the metal pad and the patterned semiconductor using
Equation 2-17.14
𝑅! =

𝑉!" 𝜌!
=
𝐼!" 𝐴!

(2-17)

V12 is the voltage between pads 1 and 2 and I34 is the current flow between pads 3 and 4. Ac is
the contact area and ρc is the specific contact resistance (SCR). The SCR can be extracted by
multiplying RC by the contact area Ac. For patterns with some misalignment, the corrected
contact resistance can be determined using the CBKR method by using Equation 2-1814:
𝜌!
4𝑅! 𝛿 !
𝛿
𝑅! =
+
1+
𝐴𝑐 3𝑊! 𝑊!
2 𝑊! − 𝛿

(2-18)

where Rs is the sheet resistance of the semiconductor, Wx and Wy are the widths of the Mg2Si
pattern shown in Figure 2.11 (b), δ is the misalignment shown in Figure 2.11 (c). When δ≠0,
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there is an additional voltage drop at the contact periphery, which is known as the lateral current
crowding effect.15 It leads to an apparent difference between measured and actual values of ρc. To
eliminate or reduce the error, δ needs to be 0 or as close to 0 as possible. A 7×7 matrix of CBKR
patterns was designed to achieve minimal misalignment for at least one pattern, as previously
proposed by Isogai et al.,16 shown in Figure 2.11 (d). The built in misalignment in both the x, y
directions is designed to be -1.5, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 µm. In Figure 2.11 (d), the upper left
corner is set as the reference point (0, 0), indicated with the cross hair. However, Equation 2-18
only covers the situation where the misalignment is the same in both x and y directions, and the
metal contact pads are smaller than the corner area, see Figure 2.11 (b). In real practice, the
metal contact can be larger than the corner area with unequal misalignment in x and y directions.
Therefore the misalignment correction of the measured SCR was done through a numerical
simulation method using COMSOL Multiphysics software.
The error in the measured SCR caused by the misalignment between metal pad and the
semiconductor mesa corner is determined by numerical simulation using COMSOL software,17
which uses a finite element method to solve the Continuity equation.18
∇∙𝐽 =−

𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

(2-19)

where ∇ is the divergence, J is the current density denoted by A/m2, 𝜌 is the charge density
denoted by C/m3 and t is the time denoted as s.18 The geometry of the CBKR device is built in
COMSOL using the measured dimensions. A small current (1 or 0.1 µA) is set to flow from pad
2 to pad 1. The top surface of pad 1 is set as electrical ground, see Figure 2.12(a). The calculated
electrical potential on pad 3 is used to extract the expected contact resistance value. The value of
SCR used as an input to the simulation is swept over a certain range until the extracted contact
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resistance value becomes the same, or close, to the measured contact resistance value. This
selection process is relatively simple because the extracted contact resistance always increases
monotonically with the input SCR. The other main input values for the simulation are the
conductivity (or resistivity) of the semiconductor mesa, according to Equation 2-18.

Figure 2.11. (a) An example of the CBKR pattern. (b) Wx and Wy represent the width of the
Mg2Si pattern, Lx and Ly represent the widths of the contact pad. (c) The (0, 0) point is marked
with a cross. The misalignment was measured based on this point. (d) A schematic of the CBKR
matrix. The mesa structure in the center is the pattern with perfect alignment. Others are
misaligned with a pre-determined misalignment.16 Reproduced with permission. Copyright @
2017 Elsevier.
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Figure 2.12. (a) Schematic diagram of CBKR geometry used in the COMSOL simulation. (b) A
representative COMSOL simulation result shows the electrical potential distribution when 1µA
is flowing from pad 2 to pad 1 when the SCR is set at 2x10-7 Ω-cm2. The color legend shows the
range of the electric potential. Reproduced with permission. Copyright @ 2017 Elsevier.
The numerically corrected SCR can be larger than the measured value. In the CBKR
method, the voltage sensing arm is measuring the potential change over the metal-semiconductor
interface which is averaged over the entire contact width, by default the voltage arm width,
marked as “A” in Figure 2.13. Sometimes the lithography misalignment causes the metal contact
to be wider than the voltage-sensing arm, and the metal contact pads are extended toward the
current flowing direction. When the semiconductor mesa has high resistivity compared to the
contact resistivity, the current will flow into the metal pads at the front edge of the pad, see
Figure 2.13 (b). Since most current flows into the metal pad before it reaches section A, the
potential change in section A would be much smaller than the case where the current is
uniformly distributed over the whole width of the metal-semiconductor interface, producing a
much smaller SCR value. In this case, the simulation corrected value will be bigger than the
measured value.
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A
A

A
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.13. Schematic diagrams of examples for, (a) planar view of a CBKR device when the
contact pad is larger than the voltage-sensing arm. (b) Cross-sectional view of a CBKR device
and the current flow path (indicated by the red arrows) when the contact pad is larger than the
voltage sensing arm.(c) Planer view of a CBKR device when the contact pad is smaller than the
voltage-sensing arm. Reproduced with permission. Copyright @ 2017 Elsevier.
The numerically corrected SCR can be smaller than the measured value when the metal
contact is smaller than the voltage-sensing arm, as shown in Figure 2.13 (c). Besides the current
flow into the metal contact, there is current flow around the contact (Figure 2.13 (c)), resulting in
an additional voltage drop on the metal contact, consequently a higher voltage is obtained.
According to Equation 2-18, the extracted SCR is larger. In this situation, the simulation
corrected value will be smaller than the measured value.
2.5.2

Transfer length measurement method
The transfer length measurement (TLM) method is another commonly used method to

extract SCR. It was first proposed by Shockley.19 As seen in Figure 2.13 (b and d), a TLM test
structure consists of a semiconductor and multiple electrical contacts. The two end contacts work
as the entry and exit for the current; the voltage is measured between the adjacent contacts. The
total resistance between AB points can be calculated as20:
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𝑅! = 𝑅!"#$ + 2𝑅! + 2𝑅!

(2-20)

where Rsemi is resistance of the semiconductor, Rm is resistance of the contact metal, and Rc is
contact resistance between the metal and semiconductor. Rm is much smaller than Rsemi,
therefore:
𝑅! = 𝑅!"#$ + 2𝑅!

(2-21)

The semiconductor resistance can be written as:
𝑅!"#$ = 𝑅!

𝐿
𝑊

(2-22)

where RS is the sheet resistance of the semiconductor. L is the length between the adjacent pads.
W is the width of the semiconductor. The total resistance between AB is20:
𝑅! = 𝑅!

𝐿
+ 2𝑅!
𝑊

(2-23)

By plotting the measured total resistance (RT) as a function of different spacing lengths
between adjacent contacts, the y-intercept gives 2Rc, while the x-intercept gives 2Lt (Figure 2.14
(c)). The contact resistance is given by20:
𝑅! =

𝐿! 𝑅!"
𝑊

(2-24)

where Lt is the transfer length, which is the average distance the current travels beneath the metal
contact in the semiconductor before it flows into the contact. Rsk is the modified sheet resistance
under the metal contact. We assume Rs equals Rsk in this work. When Rt is 0, Lx is 2LT. The
effective area of the contact is LTW, therefore the specific contact resistivity is20:
𝜌! = 𝑅! 𝐿! 𝑊

(2-25)

Figure 2.14 shows the TLM structure used in this work. The dimensions of the
semiconductor are 1300 µm × 100 µm × t (Length × Width × thickness). There are separated
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metal pads (50µm × 100 µm) on the thin film mesa, the separations are 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90 µm. On the end of each structure, there is a metal pad of 100 × 100 µm 2.

Figure 2.14. (a) An illustration of a simple resistor with contacts at the ends. (b) A schematic
diagram showing the cross-sectional TLM pattern. (c) A plot of measured total resistance as a
function of different separation lengths between adjacent contacts. (d) Optical micrograph of the
top view of actual fabricated TLM pattern.
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3.1

Preface
This chapter presents the results of my first research project, ‘Preparation of thin-film

Mg2Si with tuned electrical transport properties.’ Mg2Si, as a potential mid-temperature
thermoelectric material, has received extensive research attention, studying the electrical
transport properties to improve zT of the thermoelectric material during past several years.
Doping is the most efficient way to tune the electrical properties. Most of the literature shows
improved zT of Mg2Si with high Al and Sn doping concentrations. In this research, we carefully
explored the doping effect at low concentrations on the electrical transport properties of thin-film
Mg2Si.
The contents of this chapter are adapted with permission from “Electrical Transport
Characterization of Al and Sn Doped Mg2Si Thin Films” [J. Alloys Compd. 2017, 720, 156–
160.]. Copyright [2017], Elsevier. The authors are Bo Zhang, Tao Zheng, Ce Sun, Zaibing Guo,
Moon J. Kim, Husam N. Alshareef, Manuel Quevedo-Lopez, Bruce E. Gnade. My contribution
was in planning and executing the experiments, including all sample preparation and material
characterization, analyzing the data, and writing the manuscript. Dr. Tao Zheng provided
guidance for the experiments and analysis. Dr. Ce Sun and Prof. Moon J. Kim provided guidance
for X-ray diffraction analysis. Dr. Zaibing Guo performed Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy measurements. Prof. Husam N. Alshareef provided guidance for Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy. Prof. Manuel Quevedo-Lopez provided guidance for hall
measurements. Prof. Bruce E. Gnade oversaw the project, provided guidance for the
experiments, analysis and manuscript writing.
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3.2

Introduction
In Chapter 1, we discussed the potential advantages of choosing Mg2Si as a mid-

temperature thermoelectric material, indicating its low density, the fact that the main constituent
materials have a high natural abundance making them low cost, and the materials are non-toxic.1–
6

The zT of Mg2Si peaks in the temperature range of 500-850 K, which makes it ideal for

automotive applications.7 Much of the previous research has focused on improving zT of Mg2Si,
with the most commonly used method being to dope the material. We selected Sn and Al as two
doping elements. Sn was chosen as a dopant because Sn is a well-known doping material for
enhancing the zT of Mg2Si. Most research has focused on high concentrations (20-100 at.%) of
Sn.8–10 For low concentration of Sn doping, Sn is expected to substitute on the silicon lattice,
since it is isoelectronic to Si, generating a large mass contrast and increasing phonon scattering.11
Thermal conductivity should be reduced while the electronic properties should remain similar. In
this study, our goal was to investigate the doping effect at low concentrations (0-5 at%) and
determine the electronic properties of thin-film Mg2Si as a function of Sn doping concentration.
According to Han et al.’s study12 on the origin of n-type behavior of Sn-doped Mg2Si, the codoping states of interstitial Mg and substitutional Si are more stable than interstitial Sn, or any
other co-doping states. The interstitial Mg next to the interstitial Sn can act as donors
contributing charge to the host system. Therefore Sn should act as an n-type dopant. Al was
selected as a second dopant as it is expected to substitute on the Mg site and function as a
donor.13
Thin-film Mg2Si was used because the microstructure and the doping levels can be better
controlled. RF sputtering was used to deposit the thin-film Mg2Si. The effect of deposition
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temperature was also studied. Co-sputtering was used to introduce Sn or Al dopants. The
crystalline structure of the deposited films was determined using XRD. The doping concentration
was measured using RBS and EDS. The carrier concentration and mobility of the doped and not
intentionally doped films were determined using Hall measurements.
3.3

Experimental details
A Mg2Si compound target (99.9%, Angstrom Sciences) was used for the sputter

deposition of thin-film Mg2Si. Four-inch wafers (Silicon Valley Microelectronics, Inc) were used
as substrates (Si3N4/SiO2/Si (100), P-doped), where approximately 500 nm of Si3N4 was
deposited using low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) on top of approximately 500
nm of thermally grown SiO2. The substrate was loaded into the sputter deposition chamber when
the base pressure in the chamber reached 10-8 Torr. The substrate was heated to 200℃ for two
hours to remove volatile surface contaminants. After the substrate cooled to room temperature,
the deposition was started. For depositions done at higher temperatures, the substrate was
preheated for two hours to stabilize the substrate temperature. The thin-film Mg2Si was deposited
using an RF power of 3.7 W/cm2, an Ar gas flow of 20 sccm, a deposition time of 100 min and a
pressure of 4 mTorr. The thickness of the Mg2Si films varied from 190 to 250 nm for different
deposition temperatures. The thicknesses were determined using a Veeco Dektak VIII
Profilometer.
The dopants were introduced by controlling the deposition time for Sn or Al using a
second RF gun. An RF power of 0.44 W/cm2 was used for the Sn doping. Total deposition times
of 2 min, 4 min, 10 min and 20 min were used for 0.4 ± 0.1 at%, 0.9 ± 0.1 at%, 2.0 ± 0.2 at%
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and 4.1 ± 0.3 at% Sn doping, respectively. An RF power of 0.59 W/cm2 was used for the Al
doping. Total deposition times of 8 min, 16 min, 40 min and 80 min were used for 0.3 ± 0.4 at%,
0.6 ± 0.1 at%, 0.7 ± 0.1 at% and 1.4 ± 0.1 at% Al doping, respectively.
The electrical transport properties were determined using a Hall bar structure (Figure
3.1), which was fabricated using a pattern and etch process. Buffered Oxide Etchant (BOE 7:1)
was used as the etchant for Mg2Si. The top metal contact layer was patterned using a lift-off
process. Before depositing the metal contacts, the devices were pre-sputtered using Ar+ at 10
mTorr with 50 W power to remove surface contamination. The contact metal consists of sputter
deposited 300 nm Ti and 100 nm Au.

Figure 3.1. A schematic example of the Hall bar structures used in this study, the open features
represent the metal contacts. The black filled features represent the Hall bar structures. (a) The
four-bar structure is used for Hall measurements; (b) the six-bar structure is used for resistivity
measurements.
Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD, Rigaku Ultima III) measurements were
performed to analyze the crystalline phase of the thin-film Mg2Si with copper radiation (𝜆!".!! =
1.54 Å), and an incident angle of 0.5°. The RBS data were collected using a KOBE HRBS-V500
system at the Nanofabrication Core Lab at KAUST. A 400 keV beam of He2+ ions and a
detection angle of 107.5° was used for the detector.
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3.4

Results and discussion
Figure 3.2 shows that Mg2Si films deposited at substrate temperatures of 100℃, 200℃,

250℃ and 300℃ are polycrystalline. Films deposited at room temperature are amorphous. The
labeled peaks of (111), (200), (220), (311) and (400) correspond to the Mg2Si phase with the
space group Fm3m.14–16 In addition to the Mg2Si phase, an elemental Mg phase is also observed,
as indicated by the peaks at 36.59 o, 34.27 o and 32.15 o.17 It has been reported in the literature
that in order to synthesize bulk stoichiometric Mg2Si, extra Mg (1-3 at%) is added to make up for
the Mg loss due to its high vapor pressure and low condensation rate.18,19 We used a compound
bulk Mg2Si target for depositing the thin films. A possible explanation is that during sputter
deposition, more time is needed for completely forming the Mg-Si bonds at low temperatures.20
When the deposition temperature increases, Mg atoms gain more energy to react with Si,
becoming incorporated in the matrix. This explains our observation that the Mg phase gradually
decreases in the Mg2Si films with increasing deposition temperature. In previous studies by LeQuoc et al., a similar phenomenon was also reported for Mg2Si films prepared by sputtering17,21
Figure 3.3 shows the resistivity, carrier concentration and mobility of the not
intentionally doped thin-film Mg2Si for different deposition temperatures. Because z is
proportional to carrier mobility µ, and also because the peak mobility point (200℃) has a carrier
concentration of 5.5 ×1017 cm-3, we chose this deposition temperature to conduct the doping
experiments, aiming for a fine tuning of the carrier concentration to further enhance the thin film
thermoelectric performance.22 The amount of Sn or Al atoms that were incorporated into the
Mg2Si films was controlled by changing the deposition time from the Sn or Al target. The Sn
doping concentrations were determined using high resolution RBS, with the concentrations being
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0.4 ± 0.1 at%, 0.9 ± 0.1 at%, 2.0 ± 0.2 at% and 4.1 ± 0.3 at%, respectively. The RBS data show
that Sn is uniformly distributed throughout the film (Figure 3.4, 3.5). Also, depth profiles
obtained from RBS analysis show that the atomic ratios between Mg and Si are approximately
2.0 ± 0.1 (Figure 3.5), indicating the Mg2Si films deposited using RF magnetron sputtering are
nearly stoichiometric. The doping concentrations of Al were determined using EDS, because the
overlapping peaks of Al, Mg and Si are difficult to resolve in RBS spectra. The Al doping
concentrations are 0.3 ± 0.4 at%, 0.6 ± 0.1 at%, 0.7 ± 0.1 at% and 1.4 ± 0.1 at%. The
experimentally determined doping concentrations for Sn and Al are given in Table 3.1.

100°C

Figure 3.2. The GIXRD patterns for thin film Mg2Si deposited at substrate temperatures of
100℃, 200℃, 250℃ and 300℃.
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Figure 3.3. The measured resistivity, carrier concentration and mobility of not intentionally
doped Mg2Si films as a function of deposition temperature, determined using Hall
measurements.
Table 3.1. Summary of Sn or Al doping concentrations
Sample # Doping concentration for Sn (at%)a Doping concentration for Al (at%)b
1

0.4 ± 0.1

0.3 ± 0.4

2

0.9 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

3

2.0 ± 0.2

0.7 ± 0.1

4

4.1 ± 0.3

1.4 ± 0.1

a: data obtained using RBS; b: data obtained using EDS.
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Figure 3.4. 400 keV-He2+ Rutherford backscattering spectra for Sn doped thin-film Mg2Si. RBS
data for Mg2Si films with (a) 0.4 at%, (b) 0.9 at%, (c) 2.0 at%, and (d) 4.1 at% Sn doping
concentration, respectively.
In the Al doped films, the carrier concentration increases as the Al concentration
increases (Figure 3.6 (b)). First-principle calculations show that the formation energy for Al
substitution into a Mg-site is generally lower than for an Al atom in a Si site.13 The added Al
atoms tend to function as electron donors by substituting for Mg in the lattice, which is in a good
agreement with our experimental results. A decrease of the carrier mobility is observed (Figure
3.6 (b)) as the aluminum concentration increases, which is likely due to the increased electron
scattering by the added Al atoms.
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Figure 3.5. Depth profiles determined from RBS data for Sn doped Mg2Si thin films on Si3N4
with Sn doping concentrations of (a) 0.4 at%, (b) 0.9 at%, (c) 2.0 at% and (d) 4.1 at%. (e) Mg/Si
ratio as a function of depth for all Sn doped Mg2Si thin films.
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Figure 3.6. The measured resistivity, carrier concentration and mobility of: (a) Sn doped, and (b)
Al doped Mg2Si films as a function of doping concentration as determined using Hall
measurements.

Non-doped
Non-doped

2θ(°)

Figure 3.7. (a) XRD patterns for Mg2Si films deposited at 200℃, with 0.4 at%, 0.9 at%, 2.0 at%
and 4.1 at% Sn doping concentration, (b) expanded region of Mg peaks.
In contrast, the carrier concentration decreases as the Sn concentration increases (Figure 3.6 (a)).
In order to help understand this result, grazing angle XRD measurements were
performed. As shown in Figure 3.7, the Mg peaks disappear after adding Sn dopants, suggesting
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that the added Sn reacts with the excess Mg in the film. Because excess Mg is the main charge
carrier,12 the carrier concentration would decrease as the Sn dopant concentration increases. In
order to compare with the Mg peaks in the Al doped Mg2Si films, the XRD results for Al doped
films are shown in Figure 3.8. Mg peaks are observed in every doping concentration, consistent
with the statement that the added Al will substitute for Mg atoms in the lattice.

Non-doped

Non-doped

Figure 3.8. (a) XRD patterns for Mg2Si films deposited at 200℃, with 0.3 at%, 0.6 at%, 0.7 at%
and 1.4 at% Al doping concentration, (b) expanded region of Mg peaks.
Analysis of the XRD pattern shows that with increasing Sn dopant concentration: (1) all
of the peaks shift to a lower diffraction angle; (2) the Mg2Si (200) peak intensity gradually
decreases; (3) the Mg2Si (111) peak intensity gradually increases. The added Sn causes the peaks
to shift to a lower diffraction angle because the larger Sn atom generates strain within the film.
By calculating the lattice constants based on the shift of the diffraction peaks, we observe that
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the lattice constants of the films linearly increase with the increase of Sn doping concentration
(Figure 3.9). According to the litherature,12 Sn is energetically more favorable to substitute for Si
instead of becoming interstitial Sn. Combined with our observation from XRD results, the
mechanism of Sn doping is revealed: the added Sn atoms tend to react with the excess Mg, as
well as substitute for Si atoms in the lattice, and form a Mg2Si1-xSnx alloy. In addition, the linear
relationship of the lattice constant and Sn doping concentration is consistent with the RBS
results.

Figure 3.9. Linear relationship between lattice constant and Sn doping concentration for thin-film
Mg2Si obtained using XRD.
The disappearance of the (200) peak and the increase of the (111) peak are due to Sn
atoms substituting for Si atoms as well. The intensity (I) of the XRD peaks is proportional to the
square of the absolute structure factor (I ∝ |Fhkl|2), where the structure factor is determined by the
crystalline structure, atom positions and their form factors.23 Mg2Si has an anti-fluorite
crystalline structure (PDF#35-0773). The calculated structure factors for certain scattering planes
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are shown in Table 3.2, where fhal represents the form factor of Si or Sn and fmet is the form
factor of Mg. Therefore, the intensity of the (200) peak is proportional to 16(fhal - 2fmet)2, while
the intensity of the (111) peak is proportional to 16fhal 2. Sn has a larger form factor compared to
Si and Mg, 50, 14 and 10 e/atom, respectively.24 Adding a small amount of Sn will lead to the
increase of fhal, so a peak intensity change in the XRD pattern should be expected, consistent
with our observations.23
Table 3.2. The structure factor for antifluorite structure under different (h,k,l) conditions25
The value of structure factor (h, k, l) conditions
0

h, k, l mixed

4|fhal + 2fmet|

h + k + l = 4n

4|fhal - 2fmet|

h + k + l = 2n

4fhal

h, k, l uneven

The mobility of the Sn-doped Mg2Si films (Figure 3.6 (a)) increases with respect to the
non-doped Mg2Si film. A peak value is observed at the 0.9 at% dopant concentration. As
discussed above, this effect could be either due to the reduced electron scattering as the amount
of interstitial Mg decreases, or it could be due to a change in the electronic structure of the
Mg2Si1-xSnx solid solution. Further study is necessary to explicitly understand the mobility
improvement mechanism.
3.5

Conclusion
In conclusion, we studied the effects of deposition temperature, doping element, and

doping concentration on the electrical properties of sputter deposited Mg2Si thin films.
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Increasing deposition temperature increases the film resistivity and decreases the carrier
concentration. The mobility peaks at a deposition temperature of 200 ℃. We evaluated Al and Sn
doping. For the Al-doped thin films, the carrier concentration increases and mobility decreases as
the doping concentration increases. An opposite trend is observed in the Sn-doped Mg2Si films.
Our results suggest that Al atoms substitute for Mg atoms while Sn atoms substitute for Si atoms
in the lattice. This demonstration of tuning the electrical properties of Mg2Si thin films over a
wide range provides insight into the future optimization of Mg2Si based thermoelectric devices.
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4.1

Preface
This chapter presents the results of my second research project, ‘Finding a proper metal

contact to n-type thin-film Mg2Si’. In this chapter, different metals such as Hf, Ni, Ti and Au
were evaluated as electrical contacts to Mg2Si. The cross bridge Kelvin resistor (CBKR)
measurement method was used to obtain the contact resistance. Study on contact thermal
stability was carried out. Results in this chapter provide further understanding on failure
mechanisms in Ni-Mg2Si contacts.
The contents of this chapter are adapted with permission from “ Contact resistance and
stability study for Au, Ti, Hf and Ni contacts on thin-film Mg2Si.” [J. Alloys Compd. 2017, 699,
1134–1139]. Copyright [2017], Elsevier. The authors are Bo Zhang, Tao Zheng, Qingxiao Wang,
Yihan Zhu, Husam N. Alshareef, Moon J. Kim and Bruce E. Gnade. My contribution was in
sample preparation, data analysis, and device measurements, and writing the manuscript. Dr. Tao
Zheng’s contribution was mainly in the COMSOL simulation. Mr. Qingxiao Wang performed
the STEM, EELS and EDS mapping. Dr. Yihan Zhu’s contribution is 3D reconstruction and
visualization of slice and view. Prof. Husam N. Alshareef and Prof. Moon J. Kim provided
fruitful discussions on the results. Prof. Bruce E. Gnade oversaw the project, provided guidance
for the experiments, data analysis and manuscript writing.
4.2

Introduction
Thermoelectric generators (TEG) can be used to transform waste heat into electricity.

Because of the high reliability and quiet operation, thermoelectric generators have widespread
applications in the electronics and automotive industries.1 The performance of a thermoelectric
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generator is determined by the thermoelectric figure-of-merit ZT, where T is the absolute
temperature, and ZT is the device figure-of-merit, namely2:
𝑍𝑇 = 𝑧𝑇

𝐿
𝐿 + 2𝜌! 𝜎

[1]

where L is the device leg length, ρc is the specific contact resistivity, 𝜎 is the bulk material
electrical conductivity, and zT is the material figure-of-merit.
𝜎𝑆 !
𝑧𝑇 =
𝜅

[2]

where S is the Seebeck coefficient and κ is the thermal conductivity. As seen in Equation 1, ρc
limits Z significantly as L is reduced. Therefore, device performance can be greatly improved by
reducing the contact resistivity when the devices are scaled down, especially when L< 100 µm.2
Mg2Si was chosen as the thermoelectric material due to its potential low cost, its low
density, high natural abundance of the constituent materials, and environmentally friendly
nature.3–8 Most research on Mg2Si has focused on developing Mg2Si with high zT,3–8 while only
a few papers investigated the contact resistance, based on bulk Mg2Si.9–12 Since the contact
resistance is a surface phenomenon, a direct study of SCR on thin-film Mg2Si is desired.
In this study, we used a cross bridge kelvin resistor (CBKR) method to evaluate the
contact resistance for sputtered thin-film Mg2Si. The CBKR method has a high sensitivity, 10-10
Ω-cm2, when used in thin film studies.13,14 Compared with SCR studies of bulk materials,9–11,15–17
the CBKR method has the following three advantages: 1) the contact area is well defined in the
thin film CBKR pattern, which is difficult with bulk materials, due to the contact sintering
process; 2) the oxidation of the sample surface is removed using Ar+ ion sputtering prior to metal
deposition, which provides a better indication of the true contact resistance,2 and 3) room
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temperature deposited contacts are accessible for measurements since high temperature
annealing is not necessary for the contact formation. Metal contacts using Au, Ti, Ni and Hf
were examined after elevated temperature annealing. These experiments provide accurate
determination of SCR for the contact metal systems on Mg2Si.
4.3

Experimental Methods

4.3.1

Sample Preparation
A Mg2Si compound target (99.9%, Angstrom Sciences) was used for the sputter-

deposition of the thin-film Mg2Si. The deposition process was carried out when the base pressure
in the chamber reached 10-8 Torr. The thin-film Mg2Si samples were deposited using an RF
power density of 3.7 W/cm2, an Ar flow rate of 20 sccm, a deposition time of 100 min, and a
substrate temperature of 200℃. The thickness of the deposited Mg2Si film is approximately 200
nm, determined using a Veeco Dektak VIII Profilometer. Four-inch Si3N4/SiO2/ Si ((100), Pdoped) wafers were used as substrates, where a 500 nm Si3N4 layer was deposited using LowPressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) on top of a 500 nm thermally grown SiO2 layer.
To evaluate the SCR, a CBKR structure was fabricated using a two-mask opticallithography process. S1813 photoresist was spin-coated on top of the Mg2Si, followed by optical
patterning and wet-etching. The etchant for Mg2Si was Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE 7:1). The
contact metal layer was patterned using a lift-off process. Before depositing the metal contacts,
the Mg2Si surface was pre-sputtered using Ar+ at 10 mTorr pressure and 2.5 W/cm2 power to
remove the surface oxide, as well as other contaminants. The contact metal (Au, Hf, Ti or Ni)
was sputtered onto the patterned Mg2Si thin film to a thickness of approximately 300 nm. For the
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Hf, Ti and Ni metal contacts another 100 nm Au layer was deposited on top in order to prevent
oxidation of the contact metal when exposed to air. The post-annealing experiments were
conducted at 100°C and 200°C for two hours on a hot plate in a N2 filled glove box. For higher
annealing temperatures of 300°C, 400°C and 450°C, the post-annealing experiments were
conducted in a MiniBrute furnace with flowing forming gas (95% N2, 5% H2) at a flow rate of 4
L/min for two hours.
4.3.2

Material Characterizations
The microstructure of the thin-film Mg2Si with metal contacts was characterized using

STEM. X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD, Rigaku Ultima III) were performed to determine
the crystal phase of the thin-film Mg2Si and the mixture formed due to Ni diffusion after
annealing.
The cross-sectional lamellas for TEM analysis were prepared using a FEI Nova 200
NanoLab DualBeam focused ion beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM). A thin layer of
electron beam assisted SiO2 was deposited prior to the routine ion beam assisted Pt protection
layer in order to provide better image contrast for TEM analysis and to protect the sample
surface from ion beam damage during the FIB milling process. A Ga+ ion beam current of 5 nA
at 30 kV was used for the trench mill. Then the small lamella (~1µm in thickness) was
transferred to an Omniprobe Lift-out grid for further thinning using an In-Situ Lift-Out
technique.18 A Ga+ ion beam of 100 pA at 30 kV was used for thinning down the lamella until
electron transparency (~100 nm), followed by the final polishing using a Ga+ ion beam current of
20 pA at 5 kV.
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To study the 3D microstructure of nickel diffusion into Mg2Si thin films, slice-and-view
was performed using a FEI Nova 200 Nano dual beam system. An E-beam assisted Pt protection
layer was deposited prior to the slice-and-view analysis to improve the image quality and reduce
the charging effect.
A Ga+ ion beam of 1 nA at 30 kV was used to slice the sample. The SEM images were
acquired using a back scattered electron (BSE) detector. A total of 84 slices were analyzed with
the thickness of each slice being about 8 nm, so the volume of material analyzed by the slice and
view study was 2.4×0.3×1.5 µm3 in size. The images were initially aligned using ImageJ
software.19,20 The image segmentation, 3D reconstruction, volume rendering and visualization
was carried out using Avizo Fire software (VSG Co., USA).
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energy filtered
transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) were performed with a JEOL JEM2100F
microscope equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF-Tridem, 2000 × 2000 CCD) operated at
200 kV. High angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADFSTEM) and Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans were performed with a
JEOL ARM200F microscope operated at 200 kV with a probe aberration corrector to study the
chemical information at the Ni/Mg2Si interface. To study the chemical distribution at the
Ni/Mg2Si interface, Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) line scans have been performed. The collection semi-angle for EELS is 30
mrad with 1 eV energy resolution and the acquisition time is 2s/pixel.
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4.4

Results and discussion
Figure 4.1 shows the XRD spectrum of a Mg2Si thin film prior to metal deposition. In

addition to the majority Mg2Si phase, a Mg phase is also observed, as evidenced by the peaks at
36.59 o, 34.27 o and 32.15 o. In previous studies from Le-Quoc et al.,21,22 excess Mg is also
observed in Mg2Si films prepared by sputtering. It is difficult to control the exact stoichiometry
using sputtering due to different sputtering rates of different elements when using multiple
component sputtering targets. When using a Mg2Si target, extra Mg is usually added (~3%) to
compensate the loss of Mg due to the high vapor pressure and low condensation rate of Mg.23,24
We conducted our CBKR measurements using these sputtered Mg2Si films.

Figure 4.1. XRD pattern of thin-film Mg2Si deposited using magnetron sputtering at a deposition
temperature of 200°C.
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For this study we chose four different contact metals to evaluate the SCR to Mg2Si. Hf
and Ti were selected due to their similar work function25–27 and thermal expansion coefficient10
to Mg2Si (Table 4.1). Ni was selected because it has shown promising results with low contact
resistance during high temperature annealing in previous bulk Mg2Si studies.9–11 A 100 nm Au
layer is sputtered onto the metal contacts to protect them from surface oxidation and
contamination. Au was selected as the fourth contact metal to provide a reference for a noble
metal.
Table 4.1. Properties of Mg2Si and contact metals
Material

Work function
(eV) a

Linear Thermal
expansion coefficient
-6 -1
(10 K )b

Mg2Si

3.59

7.5

Ti

4.33

8.4-8.6

Ni

5.15

13

Hf

3.9

6.1

Au

5.1

14.2

a. Work functions for each material were taken from Ref 10 [Mg2Si], Ref 24 [Ti, Hf, Au], and
Ref 25, 26 [Ni]. b. Linear thermal expansion coefficients were taken from Ref 11.
In order to avoid film oxidation, post-annealings under low temperatures (100℃ and
200℃) were performed in glovebox filled with N2 (O2 and H2O < 5 ppm). Due to the limit of
high temperature allowed in the glovebox, high temperature post-annealings (300℃ and 400℃)
were carried out in a forming gas (FG, 95% N2 and 5% H2) environment in a THERMCO
Minibrute furnace. The resistivity of the thin film Mg2Si samples was obtained using transfer
line measurement.2
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Sample processing conditions and SCR results are summarized in Table 4.2. The SCR of
Au is approximately 10× higher than that of the other three metals. Devices with Hf, Ti, and Ni
contacts show a low SCR of approximately 10-4 µΩ-cm2 for as-deposited films.
The different SCR values can be understood by the formation of different types of
electrical contacts. According to the Schottky-Mott rule,28 since Mg2Si is a low work function ntype semiconductor (Table 4.1), it is expected to form an Ohmic contact and exhibit low SCR
values with low work function metals such as Hf and Ti. Conversely, it is expected to form a
Schottky contact and exhibit high SCR values with high work function metals such as Ni and
Au. We note that all of the metals tested, except for Ni, follow this rule. Since Ni is more
reactive than Au, it is possible to form a large number of interfacial electronic states at the NiMg2Si interface, which could alter the band-alignment between Ni and Mg2Si, and facilitate the
charge transfer between TE materials and the metal contact. A more detailed understanding on
the interfacial composition and electronic states is required to understand the low SCR value of
Ni/Mg2Si contact in the future.
Because Ti, Ni and Hf contacts showed promising SCR results, we explored the effect of
post-deposition annealing conditions for these three contacts to determine their thermal stability.
As seen in Table 4.2, when the annealing temperature increases to 300℃, the SCR for Hf/Mg2Si,
Ti/Mg2Si and Ni/Mg2Si contacts changes to 1.8 × 10-3 (as deposited 2.9× 10-4), 9.8 × 10-4 (as
deposited 1.2× 10-3), and 2.4× 10-3 (as deposited 2.1× 10-4) Ω-cm2 respectively. When the
annealing temperature increases to 400℃, a color change for the Ti and Hf electrodes was
observed, while no change is observed in the Ni contact pad color. (Figure 4.2) Ni/Mg2Si
contacts were also annealed at 400 °C for 24 hours, with the obtained SCR equal to 1.5 × 10-2 Ω-
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cm2. Higher temperature annealing with Ni electrodes at 450 ℃ caused a pad color change as
well. Such color change indicates the degradation of the contacts. Figure 4.3 shows the SCR
results of Ni/Mg2Si contacts with different post-annealing conditions. The obtained specific
contact resistivity are higher than the values from Thimont (5.5 ± 0.3 µΩ-cm2) et al.9 and de
Boor et al. (4.4 ± 2.7 µΩ-cm2)11,12 using a sintering process for their Ni-Mg2Si contact. The
noticeable difference is they investigated doped bulk Mg2Si and used a different synthesis
technique. During the sintering process, Ni will react with the bulk Mg2Si to form a thick
interfacial layer (20-30 um11,12); this interfacial layer includes multiple phases. Here we sputter
the Ni contact onto Mg2Si films, resulting in a distinct Ni-Mg2Si interface. Furthermore, nonintentionally doped thin-film Mg2Si films were used for this contact study, which has a higher
sheet resistance than the doped bulk Mg2Si10. In the literature, the studied interfaces were new
phases generated during sintering to doped Mg2Si; in our case, it is Ni contacts to nonintentionally doped Mg2Si. The composition at the interface is different, and therefore the results
are not comparable. The contact resistance study from de Boor and Thimont are important for
bulk Mg2Si contact fabrication, while the sputtered contact study in this paper can provide useful
information of room temperature deposited contacts as well as the limits for the intrinsic contact
resistance, especially after high temperature annealing.

Hf Au

Ti Au

Ni Au

Figure 4.2. Optical microscope images of (a) Hf/Au, (b) Ti/Au and (c) Ni/Au electrodes after
annealing at 400oC. Both Hf/Au and Ti/Au contacts degrade after the anneal. Ni/Au contacts
remain stable.
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Figure 4.3. Summary of SCR results for Ni/Mg2Si contact with different post processing
conditions. 100, 200, 300 and 400 represents the annealing temperature. N2 means the anneals
were done in glovebox filled with N2. FG means the anneals were done in a forming gas (FG,
95% N2 and 5% H2) environment in a THERMCO Minibrute furnace. Ni_400_FG_24 represents
the Ni/Mg2Si contacts were annealed in forming gas at 400℃ for 24 hr. The annealing time for
all the other anneals were two hours.
Table 4.2. Summary of sample processing conditions and the corresponding SCR.
Sample
Contact Post annealing Post annealing
SCR after misalignment
identification metal condition (℃) time (hours) correction using Comsol (Ω-cm2)
Ni_none
Ni_100_N2
Ni_200_N2
Ni_300_FG
Ni_400_FG
Ni_400_FG_24
Hf_none
Hf_300_FG
Ti_none
Ti_300_FG
Au_none
Au_100_N2

Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Hf
Hf
Ti
Ti
Au
Au

N/A
100
200
300
400
400
N/A
300
N/A
300
N/A
100

0
2
2
2
2
24
0
2
0
2
0
2
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-4

(2.1±0.5)×10
-4
(8.6±1.5)×10
-3
(4.5±0.9)×10
-3
(2.4±0.6)×10
-2
(4.3±2.8)×10
-2
(1.5±0.7) ×10
-4
(2.9±1.4)×10
-3
(1.8±0.6)×10
-3
(1.2±0.4)×10
-4
(9.8±4.5)×10
-3
(1.5±0.3)×10
-3
(3.0±1.4) ×10

Since the SCR value for the Ni contacts stay constant up to a higher temperature than Hf
and Ti, we investigated the chemistry and the microstructure of the Ni/Mg2Si interface after high
temperature annealing to understand the change in SCR. Cross-sectional studies on Ni/Mg2Si
interfaces were conducted using STEM, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). As expected, a sharp Ni/Mg2Si interface is observed prior
to thermal annealing (Figure 4.4 (a)), with no sign of chemical reaction or interdiffusion (Figure
4.5). After annealing at 400℃ for two hours, a diffused region is observed, which is distinct from
both Ni and Mg2Si (Figure 4.4 (b)). After annealing at 450℃ in forming gas for two hours, the
size of the diffused region increases (Figure 4.4 (c)). According to EELS and EDS analyses, the
features labeled Ni and Mg2Si in the STEM images are confirmed to be pure Ni and pure Mg2Si,
respectively, whereas the feature labeled as Ni diffusion is composed of all three elements (Mg,
Ni, and Si). Therefore, we attribute this diffused feature to a mixture of Ni and Mg2Si resulting
from Ni in-diffusion.
EELS mapping and focused ion beam tomography provided valuable insight into the
formation of the Mg-Si-Ni mixture. Figure 4.6 (b), (c) and (d) show the elemental mapping of Si,
Ni, and Mg for the corresponding TEM image (Fig. 4.6 (a)). It shows that the Mg-Si-Ni mixture
can form islands near the Mg2Si/Si3N4 contact, without apparent connections to the Ni electrode.
The 3-D tomography constructed using focused ion beam slice-and-view (Fig. 4.6 (e), (f), (g))
reveals an interpenetrating morphology between the Ni-rich phase and the Mg2Si phase, clearly
showing that the islands near the Mg2Si/Si3N4 interface are laterally connected to the Ni-rich
phase. Based on these results, we assume that the formation of Mg-Si-Ni mixture originates from
Ni diffusion and reaction along the grain boundaries of the Mg2Si thin films. Otherwise, a
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uniform gradient of Ni concentration is expected from the Ni/Mg2Si interface to the Si3N4/Mg2Si
interface, which is clearly not the case in our observation.

Figure 4.4. Cross-sectional STEM images of Ni/Mg2Si films; (a) as-deposited, (b) after
annealing at 400°C for two hours, (c) after annealing at 450°C for two hours. (d) EELS line scan,
and (e) EDS line scan across the Ni/Mg2Si sample after 2hr 450°C forming gas anneal along the
red arrow shown in (c).

Figure 4.5. (a) Cross sectional image using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of
Ni/Mg2Si interface as deposited. (b) Cross sectional STEM image of Ni/Mg2Si interface of the
area marked using a red rectangle in (a). (c) EELS line scan along the red arrow show in (b).
They all show a clear and sharp interface between the Ni and Mg2Si films. No inter-diffusion is
observed for the as-deposited Mg2Si/Ni interface.
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Figure 4.6. (a) Zero loss image for Ni/Mg2Si films for EELS mapping, and (b), (c), (d) the EELS
mapping of (b) Si, (c) Ni and (d) Mg, of the Ni/Mg2Si films annealed at 400℃ for two hours.
Brighter features indicate a higher density of the corresponding element. (e) and (f) are focused
ion beam slice-and-view tomography for (e) the Ni-rich phase obtained using Slice and View and
processed using ImageJ and Avizo Fire software, i.e., both the Ni electrode and the Mg-Si-Ni
mixture, which are not distinguishable in the FIB images, and (f) the Mg2Si phase.
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Grazing angle XRD characterization was performed on the post-annealed Ni/Mg2Si
samples (Figure 4.7). Before thermal annealing, the Ni/Mg2Si stack shows only Mg2Si, Mg and
Ni peaks, consistent with the TEM results that showed no mixed phase. After high annealing
temperatures, a new set of diffraction peaks appear in the XRD spectrum, which do not match
any existing material in the powder diffraction file (PDF) database. According to EELS and EDS
results, we tentatively assign these peaks to the formation of a mixture of Mg-Si-Ni (Figure 4.7,
squares). While the exact stoichiometry of the Mg-Si-Ni mixture cannot be determined from
current results, it is noteworthy that both Mg6Si7Ni16 and Mg2SiNi3 are thermodynamically stable
compounds according to first-principle calculations, with formation energies of -0.548 eV and 0.47 eV, respectively.29,30 Further experimental characterization and theoretical investigation are
needed to provide additional information about this Mg-Si-Ni mixture phase.

Figure 4.7. XRD patterns of Mg2Si with as-deposited Ni electrode (magenta), after 400℃ post
annealing for 2 hours (green), and after 450℃ post annealing for 2 hours (dark blue).
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4.5

Conclusions
In conclusion, the CBKR method is applied to evaluate the SCR of thin film Mg2Si with

Au, Ti, Hf and Ni contacts. The Ni contact is particularly promising as it remains stable with a
low SCR (10-2 Ω-cm2) to higher annealing temperature (400℃). Higher temperature annealing
treatment increases the SCR, which is due to the formation of a mixture of Mg-Si-Ni. This study
reveals the importance of contact optimization for high performance and stable thermoelectric
devices, especially if they are to be operated at elevated temperatures.
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CHAPTER 5
STABLE AND LOW RESISTANCE ELECTRICAL CONTACTS FOR HIGH
TEMPERATURE SIGE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS
5.1

Introduction
SiGe is a well-known material for thermoelectric generators, where the material

thermoelectric figure of merit of p-type SiGe peaks at approximately 800℃.1 In order to achieve
high device performance, it is important to find an electrical contact material system that can
survive such high temperature with low resistivity, good adhesion to SiGe and low contact
resistance. When considering the selection of the contact materials, the possibility of applying
pure metals as contacts was ruled out, because of their tendency to oxidize. Conducting oxides
such as RuO2 were considered as a candidate,2,3 but the formation of gaseous RuO3 and RuO4, as
well as the tendency of RuO2 to decompose to Ru at elevated temperatures makes the oxide
unstable, and Ru is rare.4,5 Sputtered Ta-N films were reported to have high electrical
conductivity,6 however they are easily oxidized in the temperature range of 250 -500℃.7 Si3N4
has been added to TaN to improve the film thermal stability.6,8,9 The ternary systems of (Ta, W)Si-N were well studied as contact and interconnection materials in silicon based integrated
circuits.6,8 Both ternary compounds failed stability tests after annealing at 900℃ for 30 mins.

10

The system of TiB2+Si3N4 was reported as a diffusion barrier to p-type SiGe,9,11 with the SCR
being 7.5×10-5 Ω cm2 after aging at 1000 °C for 120 hr.11 However, those samples were
encapsulated in vacuum in quartz tubes during the anneal. The application was a radioisotope
thermoelectric generator to be used in space.11 Vacuum packaging such as this greatly increases
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the cost of the thermoelectric generators. Here, we investigated AlN as a replacement for Si3N4
and study the TaAlN ternary thin film as an electrical contact to SiGe. The low cost of the
constituent materials, a tunable work function, metallic behavior and good stability at elevated
temperatures makes it an ideal candidate for SiGe thermoelectric applications.5,12,13
In this chapter, we present our results on the thermal stability and contact resistance of
thin-film TaAlN as an electrical contact to SiGe. Both TaAlN and SiGe films were deposited
using magnetron sputtering. The electrical contact resistance was measured using the transfer
line measurement (TLM) method.14 The compositions of as-deposited and annealed TaAlN films
were determined using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). We used X-ray
diffraction (XRD) to study the thermal stability of the TaAlN films. The interfaces between
TaAlN and SiGe were examined using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping.
5.2

Experimental details
SiGe films were deposited onto a 500 nm Si3N4/Si (100) substrate using co-sputtering

from Si and Ge targets. The deposition power was 0.74 W/cm2 on the Ge target and 4.44 W/cm2
on the Si target. An Ar+ gas flow of 20 sccm, a pressure of 4 mTorr and a total deposition time of
100 min were used for film deposition. The deposition was started when the base pressure in the
chamber reached approximately 2 × 10-7 Torr. The deposited SiGe films were annealed in a
minibrute furnace at 1000℃ for one hour with a N2 gas flow of 4 L/min to form the
polycrystalline SiGe. We used Borofilm 100 solution purchased from the Emulsitone Company
to boron dope the SiGe films. The Borofilm 100 solution was pre-centrifuged using a Thermo
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Scientific Sorvall Lynx 6000 Centrifuge for 10 mins at 29,000 rpm to remove the particulate
matter accumulated in the solution. The centrifuged Borofilm 100 solution was spin-coated onto
the SiGe films. A spin speed of 2000 rpm and a total spinning time of 30 s was used to spin coat
the Borofilm. The films were prebaked in a Cole Parmer Oven at 200℃ for 20 mins in air to
remove the excess solvent, followed by annealing at 1000℃ for 2 hr with a N2 flow rate of 4
L/min for boron diffusion. The substrate was then soaked in a 10:1 HF solution for 3 min to
remove the remaining Borofilm layer. The boron doping concentration was determined using
Hall measurements. The measurements were carried out using a Lake Shore 8400 Series. The
sheet resistance of the films was determined using an Alessi four-point probe.
The TaAlN films were prepared using DC reactive magnetron sputtering. We used 500
nm Si3N4 on 4-inch Si wafers as substrates, and the Si3N4 films were prepared using low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The deposition of the TaAlN films was performed by
cosputtering 2-inch Ta and Al targets with a mixed gas flow of Ar and N2. Two sets of samples
were prepared to evaluate the electrical properties of TaAlN films with different Al/Ta
compositions. The first set of samples were prepared with a fixed Al deposition power of 4.9
W/cm2, while increasing the Ta deposition power from 3.7 W/cm2 to 11.1 W/cm2. Samples were
prepared at intervals of every 1.2 W/cm2. The second set of samples was prepared using a fixed
Ta deposition power of 4.9 W/cm2, while increasing the Al deposition power from 2.5 W/cm2 to
6.2 W/cm2. A fixed gas flow of Ar at 16 sccm and N2 at 4 sccm was used during the deposition.
The thickness of the as-deposited TaAlN films varied from 180 to 350 nm, measured using
cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy.
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The TLM patterns were made using a pattern and dry etch process. After photoresist
patterns were made, Cl2 gas was used to remove unprotected SiGe to pattern the semiconductor
into mesa structures. The top contact layer was fabricated using a lift-off process. The contact
areas were pre-cleaned using Ar+ at 10 mTorr for 10 mins with a power density of 2.5 W/cm2 to
remove the surface contamination before sputtering TaAlN contacts. The TLM measurements
were performed using a Cascade Summit probe station equipped with a Keithley 4200-SCS.
The post-annealing tests of the TaAlN-SiGe contacts were carried out in the Thermco
MiniBrute atmospheric furnace system. The samples were put on a four-inch Si wafer and loaded
horizontally onto a quartz boat. The quartz boat was then transferred into the furnace and
annealed at 800℃ with in-house N2 flow of 4 L/min.
Elemental analysis was done to obtain the composition and interfacial information.
Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) characterization was done using a Rigaku Ultima
III X-Ray Diffractometer (40 kV/44 mA) equipped with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.54 Å). The XRD
patterns were collected over a 2θ range from 20° to 60° for SiGe and 25° to 80° for TaAlN. The
scanning step size was 0.02° and the scanning speed was 3°/min. The patterns were compared to
the powder diffraction files (PDF) for determining the crystalline phases.
The RBS experiments were performed using a KOBEHRBS-V500 system at the
Nanofabrication Core Lab at KAUST. We prepared films with thicknesses of approximately 85
nm of TaAlN on SiGe/Si3N4 and on Si for RBS analysis. A detection angle of 107.5° and a 400
keV beam of He2+ ions were used for the analysis.
STEM and EDS mapping were performed to study the annealing effect on the interface
between the TaAlN and SiGe. The specimens were prepared using a FEI Nova 200 Nanolab
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DualBeam focused ion beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) system. A layer of
approximately 200 nm of electron beam assisted carbon was deposited prior to the routine
SiO2/Pt protection layer to prevent the sample surface from being oxidized. The STEM and EDS
mapping were carried out using a JEOL JEM2100F microscope equipped with a Gatan Imaging
Filter (GIF-Tridem, 2000 × 2000 CCD) operated at 200 kV.
5.3

Results and discussion
Magnetron sputter deposition was used to prepare the SiGe films. The composition and

doping level of the thin-film SiGe was selected to match those of bulk SiGe commonly used for
thermoelectric applications.14 Polycrystalline SiGe films were formed after annealing at 1000℃
for 1 hr (Figure 5.1), which is consistent with previously reported processes in the literature.15
The composition of the SiGe was determined to be Si0.74Ge0.26, using RBS. The doping
concentration is 4×1019 cm-3, determined using Hall measurements.16

Figure 5.1. XRD pattern of boron doped Si0.74Ge0.26. Polycrystalline Si0.74Ge0.26 films were
formed after annealing at 1000℃ for 1 hr.
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Since we used DC reactive magnetron sputtering for the TaAlN deposition, the film
properties depend strongly on the deposition power density. We first optimized the deposition
conditions for the TaAlN films. Two sets of TaAlN films were prepared using magnetron
reactive sputtering including: 1) under a fixed Al deposition power of 4.9 W/cm2, while the Ta
deposition power is increased from 3.7 W/cm2 to 11.1 W/cm2; and 2) under a fixed Ta deposition
power of 4.9 W/cm2, while the Al deposition power is increased from 2.5 W/cm2 to 6.2 W/cm2.
We used RBS to obtain the composition (atomic ratio) of these films. The results are shown in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3. It can be seen that increasing deposition power of either component
increases the atomic ratio of the corresponding element in the films. We can control the
composition of the TaAlN films by varying the deposition power on each target.
The resistivity of these TaAlN films measured using a 4-point probe system is plotted in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3. In both experimental series, we observe a strong negative correlation
between the resistivity values and Ta atomic percentage, but a positive correlation with Al
atomic percentage. The resistivity dependence on the N atomic percentage shows different trends
depending on Ta and Al atomic percentages: for increasing Ta deposition power, the film
resistivity decreases as N atomic percentage decreases; while for increasing Al deposition power,
the film resistivity decreases as the N atomic percentage increases. The film resistivity is
dominated by the Ta and Al atomic ratio, and does not depend on the N atomic percentage
significantly.
Figure 5.4 shows the film resistivity as a function of the Ta/Al ratio. The film resistivity
decreases as the Ta/Al ratio increases. Because the conductivity of TaN is much higher than
AlN,5,6 we attribute the higher conductivity of TaAlN films at high Ta/Al ratios to the higher
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TaN content. It is noted that one sample does not follow this trend, which corresponds to a film
composition of Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65 (indicated on the plot). Interestingly, we also find this
composition exhibiting the worst thermal stability (Figure 5.5(a), top) among all sample
conditions. After annealing all TaAlN films in a N2 flowing MiniBrute furnace at 800℃ for 19
hr, the Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65 sample showed a color change and a large resistivity increase (it becomes
an insulator), whereas all other film conditions show no color change and minimum resistivity
change. After carefully examining all of the film stoichiometries, we find Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65
exhibiting the highest N/(Ta+Al) ratio of approximately 1.9, much higher than that of the rest
films (1.2 -1.6). TaN is the most stable compound among Ta-N species,17 and both TaN and AlN
have a cation to anion ratio of 1:1. Therefore, we speculate that the high resistivity and poor
thermal stability is due to the non-stoichiometric composition, which could induce higher defect
density in the film.
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Figure 5.2. Atomic composition and film resistivity of TaAlN films as a function of Ta
deposition power with a fixed Al deposition power of 4.9 W/cm2. The film resistivity negatively
corresponds to the Ta atomic percentage and positively corresponds to the Al atomic percentage.
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Figure 5.3. Atomic composition and film resistivity of TaAlN films as a function of Al
deposition power with a fixed Ta deposition power of 4.9 W/cm2. The film resistivity negatively
corresponds to the Ta atomic percentage and positively corresponds to the Al atomic percentage.

10-3
Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65

10-2

Figure 5.4. As-deposited TaAlN thin-film resistivity as a function of Ta/Al ratio. The sample
does not follow the red tend has a composition of Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65, which is also the composition
exhibiting the worst thermal stability as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Photos for TaAlN films with compositions of: (a) Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65, Ta0.26Al0.13N0.61,
Ta0.30Al0.11N0.59, Ta0.31Al0.11N0.58, and (b) Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56, Ta0.35Al0.10N0.55, Ta0.23Al0.15N0.62 after
annealing at 800℃ for 19 hr in N2. Only the Ta0.27Al0.08N0.65 film degrades after annealing. The
rest of the TaAlN films remain stable. The thickness range is 150 nm to 380 nm.
The specific contact resistivity (SCR) of the as-deposited and post-annealed films was
obtained using TLM. The results are shown in Figure 5.6. The SCR decreases as the Ta/Al ratio
increases. The lowest SCR is observed for both as-deposited and post-annealed films with a
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composition of Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 film (Ta/Al ratio = 3.18±0.18), which corresponds to Ta
deposition power of 9.9 W/cm2, Al deposition power of 4.9 W/cm2 and a carrier gas combination
of Ar 16 sccm/N2 4 sccm. Because of the superior conductivity (3.8×10-4 Ω-cm for as-deposited
vs 4.8×10-4 Ω-cm for 19 hr annealed at 800℃) and low contact resistance, we define the
composition of Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 as the optimized condition and investigated its long-term (up to
160 hours) thermal stability.

As-deposited
19 hrs at 800°C
106 hrs at 800°C

Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56
3x10-6
2x10-6
1x10-6

As deposited

106 hrs
19 hrs
3.12 3.16

3.20

3.24

Figure 5.6. The SCR values for both as-deposited and 19 hr post-annealed TaAlN films at 800℃
as a function of Ta/Al ratio. The SCR value is the lowest for the film composition of
Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 and a Ta/Al ratio of 3.18±0.18. The SCR for 106 hr annealed Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 –
p-SiGe contact at 800℃ remains stable at approximately 2×10-6 Ω-cm2.
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Photos for as-deposited, 106 hr and 160 hr at 800℃ post-annealed Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56
samples on Si3N4/Si substrates are shown in Figure 5.7. No color change or delamination is seen
for the 106 hr annealed film, whereas delamination starts to appear after 160 hr at 800℃. Figure
5.7 shows the XRD spectra for corresponding conditions. Overall, the film remains the same
TaAlN phase after post-deposition annealing. New diffraction peaks are observed at 56.03° and
at 28.23° after annealing at 800℃ for 106 hr and 160 hr, respectively. Because the intensities of
these peaks are weak, it is difficult to conclusively assign the newly formed peaks. From
previous literature, we suggest these peaks belong to Al5O6N (56.03°) and Ta2O5 (28.23°).18,19
Both powder diffraction files (PDF) for AlN and TaN are shown in Figure 5.7 as references.
Because the diffraction peaks for AlN and TaN are at similar diffraction angles, it is difficult to
assign the peaks to either component. No diffraction peaks are observed for elemental Al or Ta,
indicating the complete reaction of Al and Ta with N2. Complete reaction is further supported by
surface and depth profiling XPS analysis, with no metallic Ta or Al species observed (Figure
5.8).20,21 A thin layer of approximately 1.4 nm of oxides was observed when analyzing the
surface. The thickness of the oxides was determined using Equation 5-1
!

𝐼 = 𝐼! 𝑒 !! !"# !

(5-1)

where I is the intensity of Tantalum oxides, I0 is the total intensity of Tantalum oxides and
Tantalum nitrides, λ is the effective attenuation length which is calculated using the NIST
electron effective attenuation-length database,22 and θ is the detection angle, which is 45°. The
oxides were only seen on the surface, as determined by using XPS. Because ion sputtering
preferentially removes lighter elements (O, N and Al) vs. the heavier element (Ta), the bulk
composition information obtained using XPS is not reliable.23
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Ta2O5
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106 hr

As deposited
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AlN pdf
TaN pdf

As deposited

Figure 5.7. XRD patterns for: (a) as-deposited and post-annealed Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 films on
Si3N4/Si substrate. The film was annealed for 106 hr and 160 hr at 800℃ in N2. (b) Expanded
region for 2θ from 52° to 58° marked with a dashed line in (a). The authors tentatively assign
this peak to Al5O6N, which appers after annealing at 800℃ for 106 hr. Photos for: (c) 160 hr at
800℃, (d) 106 hr annealed sample at 800℃, and (e) as-deposited sample.
(a)

Ta 4f

Al 2p

AlN

O 1s

(b)

(c)
Star%ng surface
Spu/er %me 15 s
Accum. spu/er %me 45 s
Accum. spu/er %me 75 s
Accum. spu/er %me 195 s

Figure 5.8. XPS spectra for as-deposited Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 film in the (a) Ta 4f, (b) O 1s and (c) Al
2p region. The XPS peaks for elemental Ta and Al are at 21.70 eV and 72.80 eV.24 The XPS
peak for Al-N (Al 2p) is observed at 74.0 eV.24 There is no elemental Ta or Al seen in the film.
(a) and (b) show that the oxides only exist at the surface since the binding energy of Ta-O is ≥
26 eV and the oxygen signal is reduced by 82% after 45 s sputtering. The atomic ratio of
Ta:Al:N:O is 1.4:1:1.5:1 at the surface.
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We have also investigated the electrical resistivity of the TaAlN films. According to
Bjørk’s study, in order to maintain > 95% of the thermoelectric device efficiency, the electrical
contact resistance needs to be <10% of the total leg resistance.25 The electrical contact resistance
consists of the resistance of the contact metal and the contact resistance between the electrodes
and TE material. For a bulk SiGe device with dimensions of 5 × 5 × 15 mm,9 the resistance of
the total SiGe leg is approximately 0.018 Ω.1 Therefore, the total contact resistance of one side of
the junction needs to be less than 9 × 10-4 Ω in order to maintain 95% device efficiency. The
measured resistivity of the as-deposited TaAlN film is (3.8±0.6)×10-4 Ω-cm, as determined
using a 4-point probe measurement. For example, if we use a contact metal with a thickness of 1
µm, according to R=ρL/A, where R is the resistance of the film, ρ is film resistivity, L is the
thickness of the material and A is the cross-sectional area, the resistance of our as-deposited
TaAlN film on one end of the thermoelectric leg is calculated to be 2 × 10-7 Ω, which is much
less than the required resistance. Therefore, the resistance of the as-deposited TaAlN electrodes
can be neglected. The post-annealing effect on electrical resistivity is shown in Figure 5.9, where
the resistivity of the film increases with increasing post-annealing time. The resistivity increases
50% in the first 19 hr, which is likely due to surface oxidation of the film. The resistivity then
slowly increases to (5.2±0.2)×10-4 Ω-cm after 73 hr of annealing, indicating no significant film
quality change. The resistivity increases to (6.5±0.2)×10-4 Ω-cm after annealing at 800℃ for
106 hr. Even after 106 hr of annealing, the resistance of TaAlN is still low enough to be
neglected.
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Figure 5.9. Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 film resistivity as a function of post-annealing time at 800℃.
Since the resistance of the contact metal is small enough to be neglected, the SCR needs
to be < 7.2 × 10-5 Ω-cm2 in order to achieve device efficiency > 95%. Figure 5.10 summarizes
the SCR change of the optimized TaAlN system on p-type SiGe as a function of annealing time
at 800℃. The SCR first decreased after 19 hr of annealing, then slightly increased over time and
is stable at approximately (2.1±1.3)×10-6 Ω-cm2, which meets the requirement of the contact
resistivity being < 7.2 × 10-5 Ω-cm2. We attribute the overall low SCR values to the formation of
an ohmic contact because the heavily doped SiGe surface generates a tunneling contact (Figure
5.11).26 We also applied the optimized TaAlN film on n-type SiGe (doped with phosphorous).
An ohmic contact was formed, as seen in Figure 5.12. The measured SCR is (1.6±0.9) × 10-5 Ωcm2 (as-deposited) and (2.8±1.6)× 10-5 Ω-cm2 (128 hr annealing at 800℃), which meets the
requirement of <7.2 × 10-5 Ω-cm2.
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Figure 5.10. SCR values of Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 –p-type SiGe contacts as a function of post-annealing
time.
P-type SiGe

Figure 5.11. Ohmic contacts are formed for both as-deposited and 106 hr annealed at 800℃
samples. The I-V characteristic for both as-deposited and 106 hr annealed Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56
contacts on the p-type SiGe films were measured between TLM pads.
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As-deposited
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Current (A)

n-type SiGe
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Figure 5.12. Ohmic contacts are formed for both as-deposited and 128 hr annealed at 800℃
samples for n-type SiGe. The I-V characteristics for both as-deposited and 128 hr annealed
Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 contacts on the n-type SiGe film are measured between the TLM pads. The nonlinear characteristic for the annealed contact can be due to the diffusion of phosphorous dopants
at the contact interface caused by the annealing process, resulting in reduced doping
concentration at the interface. Therefore, a slightly changed I-V characteristic is observed.26
The composition of the optimized TaAlN film was determined using RBS analysis. A
layer of approximately 85 nm of TaAlN film deposited on p-type SiGe was prepared for RBS
measurements in order to minimize peak overlap. Figure 5.13 shows the depth profile
determined using RBS analysis for the as-deposited optimized TaAlN- p-type SiGe. Part I is the
TaAlN region and Part II is the p-type SiGe region. Both TaAlN and SiGe are compositionally
uniform through the corresponding region. An oxygen signal was detected at the interface
between TaAlN and p-type SiGe, which could be introduced during the TaAlN deposition. The
RBS spectrum and simulation results are shown in Figure 5.14, where the Al signal overlaps
with the Ge signal. The control RBS experiment for a TaAlN film deposited on a Si wafer was
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performed to eliminate the Al and Ge interference (Figure 5.15). The atomic concentration of Ta,
Al and N is given as Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 with a Ta/Al ratio of 3.18±0.18.

I

Si
N

II

O

Ta

Ge

Al

Figure 5.13. Depth profile determined from RBS data for the as-deposited, optimized thin-film
Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 –p-type SiGe on a Si3N4 substrate.
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Figure 5.14. 400 keV-He2+ RBS spectrum and simulation results for as-deposited thin-film
Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 –p-type SiGe on a Si3N4 substrate. The Al signal overlaps with the Ge signal,
therefore TaAlN on a Si substrate was studied to resolve the Al peak.
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Figure 5.15. 400 keV-He2+ RBS experimental spectrum and simulation results for as-deposited
thin-film Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 on a Si substrate. The Al signal is clearly resolved without the
interference from the Ge signal. The Ta/Al ratio for the optimized condition is determined as
3.18±0.18 and composition is Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56.
The post-deposition annealing effect was examined on a thicker film (approximately 340
nm), because the thin sample we prepared for RBS analysis is not thick enough to provide good
barrier properties at high temperature. Our experiments suggest approximately 150 nm thickness
is required for good thermal stability. The reason is discussed later. We used STEM to examine
the cross-sectional interface of the 106 hr annealed sample. Different regions of the postannealed samples were easily identified in the cross-sectional STEM image, approximately 100
nm of SiGe and 340 nm of Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56. The distinct interface between the Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56
and SiGe suggests no inter-diffusion occurs (Figure 5.16 (a)). The interface stability is consistent
with the stable SCR values obtained with increasing annealing time (Figure 5.10). An
approximately 5 nm thick amorphous layer is observed on the top surface of the Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56
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film. EDS mapping was performed to identify the amorphous layer (Figure 5.16 (c) to 5.16 (g)).
Stronger Al and O signals are observed on the top surface of the Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 film, indicating
the formation of AlOx at the surface (Figure 5.16 (d), 5.16 (f)). It is consistent with the XPS data
shown in Figure 5.17, indicating that the annealing process induces Al atoms to migrate to the
surface, forming a thin oxide layer of AlOx (approximately 5 nm). Because we can still observe
the Ta signal from both EDS mapping (Figure 5.16 (e)) and XPS data (Figure 5.17 (a)) for the
106 hr annealed Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 film, the formed AlOx is non-stoichiometric. The formation of
the AlOx could also explain the thickness dependent thermal stability. Due to the Al migration to
the surface, the Al atomic ratio in the TaAlN bulk will decrease, resulting in an increased
N/(Ta+Al) ratio. To form the same AlOX thickness, the N/(Ta+Al) ratio would increase more in
the thinner film than in the thicker film, which would lead to a poor thermal stability of the
thinner film. Further RBS analysis is needed to study the change of film compositions due to
annealing. We attribute the superior thermal stability to formation of the near stoichiometric
Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 compound and a thin layer of AlOX, which can help prevent oxygen diffusion.27
Both AlN in the film and Al2O3 at the surface help prevent the TaN component of the film from
being oxidized to Ta2O5, which had been identified as the major degradation path for TaN
films.28,29
5.4

Conclusion
In conclusion, magnetron sputtered TaAlN films exhibit excellent thermal stability, good

conductivity and low contact resistance to p-type and n-type SiGe. The film with a composition
of Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 was demonstrated to be stable and conductive after annealing at 800℃ in a N2
ambient for 106 hr. The specific contact resistivity of a post-annealed Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 electrode
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remains stable in the range of 10-6 Ωcm2 and 10-5 Ωcm2 to p-type SiGe and n-type SiGe,
respectively. This low specific contact resistivity satisfies the contact requirement for
maintaining high TE device performance.

AlOx

Figure 5.16. Cross-sectional STEM images of: a) Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56- p-type SiGe interface after
annealing at 800℃ for 106 hr, b) expanded region of the red rectangle labeled in (a), where an
amorphous layer of approximately 5 nm of Al2O3 is shown between the red lines. EDS mapping
of the top surface of the TaAlN of c) Ta, d) Al, e) N, f) O and g) Ge.
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(a)Ta4f

Ta-O

Al2O3

Al-O

Ta-N

(b)Al2p

Ta-N
Al2O3
Al-O

106 hrs at 800°C
As-deposited
AlAl-O
2O3

Al2O3

Al-O

Ta 5s

(d)N1s

(c)O1s
Ta 4p 3/2
Ta
Ta-O
2O5

Ta 4p 3/2

Ta-N
Ta-N

Ta-O
Ta
2O5

Figure 5.17. The XPS spectra obtained from the surface of the as-deposited (black) and postannealed (red) Ta0.33Al0.11N0.56 film at 800℃ for 106 hr: (a) Ta 4f, (b) Al 2p, (c) O 1s and (d) N
1s region. The annealing process results in increased Al and O signals. The atomic ratio of
Ta:Al:N:O at the surface for as-deposited and post-annealed film is given as 1.4:1:1.5:1 and
1.4:4.2:0.2:10, respectively.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1

Conclusions
This dissertation focused mainly on developing thermally stable and low resistance

contact materials as electrical contacts for thermoelectric materials used at elevated temperatures,
and understanding their effects on device performance. Mg2Si and SiGe were chosen as
thermoelectric materials of interest used in the mid-temperature and high temperature range,
respectively. We evaluated Ti, Ni, Hf and Au as contact electrodes for thin-film Mg2Si. The
Cross bridge Kelvin resistor method was used to extract the specific contact resistivity (SCR).
The SCR of as-deposited Ni, Ti and Hf contacts on Mg2Si are similar (10-4 Ω-cm2). We
demonstrated that Ni contacts remain stable with a relatively low SCR (10-2 Ω-cm2) to higher
annealing temperatures (400°C). Higher temperature annealing treatment increases the SCR,
which is due to the formation of a mixture of Mg-Si-Ni. We studied TaAlN films as an electrical
contact to p-type and n-type SiGe. The TaAlN films were demonstrated to be stable and
conductive after annealing at 800℃ in a N2 ambient for at least 106 hr. The SCR of a postannealed TaAlN electrode remains stable in the range of 10-6 Ω-cm2 and 10-5 Ω-cm2 for p-type
and n-type SiGe, respectively. This low SCR satisfies the contact requirement for maintaining
high TE device performance.
In addition to the contact study, we also described effects of deposition temperature,
doping element (Al and Sn), and doping concentration on the electrical transport properties of
sputter deposited Mg2Si thin films. We also demonstrated the doping mechanisms for both
elements: Al substitutes for Mg while Sn substitutes for Si in the lattice.
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6.2

Future work
As described in Chapter 5, we have demonstrated that the ternary TaAlN thin films are

good contact materials for SiGe at high temperatures (800℃). Because the TaAlN films did not
show signs of delimitations after 106 hr annealing, the thermal expansion of TaAlN films should
be similar to that of SiGe (3.3×10-6 K-1).1 Therefore, the TaAlN films can be used as electrical
contact material for thermoelectric materials with low thermal expansion coefficients, such as Pbased skutterudite (4.7 × 10-6 K-1 -5.64 × 10-6 K-1),2 some of the Sb-based skutterudite
(Pt4Sn4.4Sb7.6: 6.94×10-6 K-1, YbxCo4Sb12 8.17×10-6 K-1)2 and Mg2Si (7.5×10-6 K-1).3 Future
work includes investigations of TaAlN films as electrical contacts to different thermoelectric
materials.
The thermal stability research for applying TaAlN to bulk p-type and n-type SiGe should
be systematically studied. Although our thermal stability results show no contact degradation for
thin-film contacts after 106 hr annealing at 800℃, long-term thermal stability on bulk SiGe
should be tested before applying TaAlN contacts into commercial device. The diffusion barrier
properties of TaAlN at high temperatures should be studied as well.
In addition, different refractory metals such as tungsten and molybdenum can be tested as
a replacement of Ta. Ti can be tested as a replacement of Al. Different ternary systems would be
investigated as potential electrical contacts for thermoelectric applications.
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APPENDIX A
HALL MEASUREMENTS
To determine the electrical properties of Mg2Si thin films, a Hall-bar structure for Hall
measurements was used. The schematic of the Hall-bar structure used in the measurement is
shown in Figure A.1(a), highlighted in blue. The Hall-bar structure A shown in Figure A.1(a) is
for the electrical resistivity measurement performed using the Cascade Probe station. The Hallbar device was fabricated using a two-mask process. The bottom semiconductor layer was
patterned using optical lithography and wet-etching. The etchant for Mg2Si is Buffered Oxide
Etchant (BOE 7:1); the top metal layer was patterned using a lift-off process. The developer
containing an alkaline phosphate salt (MicropositTM CD-30 developer) is used to develop the
pattern. The metal contact is usually a combination of an adhesion Ti layer, and a top Au layer.
Before depositing the metal contacts, the devices were pre-sputtered using Ar+ gas at 10 mTorr at
a 2.5 W/cm2 power to remove the surface oxidation. A Mg2Si sample with the patterned Hall-bar
device is shown in Figure A.1(b). This sample is mounted on a Lakeshore 840911 probe pin
sample card, ready to load into the Lakeshore 8404 AC/DC Hall Effect measurement system,
which is shown in Figure A.1(c).

(a)
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(b)
2

3
6

5
4

1
(c)

Figure A.1. (a) Schematic of a Hall-bar device. The Mg2Si thin film is shown in blue (B), while
the metal contact line and pads are shown in grey. The Mg2Si thin film is a rectangular pad,
800x135 µm. The square metal pads are 2x2 mm. The 6-contact device (A) is used for the
electrical resistivity measurement. (b) Photo for a Mg2Si sample with the Hall-bar device. The
sample is mounted on the probe card. The measurement software controls which pin the
electrical current flows into or out of; (c) A picture of the Lakeshore 8404 AC/DC Hall Effect
measurement system.
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The ohmic check procedure was always carried out on structure B in Figure A.1(a) prior
to Hall measurements to make sure the formation of an ohmic contact. The Hall voltage (VH) is
obtained while the magnetic field (B) and current (I) are adjusted periodically. The carrier
concentration (n) is inversely proportional to the Hall voltage, given by1
𝑉! =

𝐼𝐵
𝑡𝑛𝑒

(A-1)

where e is the electron charge and t is the thickness of the semiconductor. The mobility (𝜇) of the
semiconductor can be extracted using
𝜇=

𝜎
1
=
𝑒𝑛 𝜌𝑒𝑛

(A-2)

where 𝜎 is the electrical conductivity of the semiconductor and ρ is the resistivity of the
semiconductor.
Here is an example on the Hall measurements on unintentionally doped Mg2Si film
deposited at 200℃. The substrate is mounted on the probe card as shown in Figure A.1(b), the
driving current passes through Probe 5 (I+) and Probe 4 (I-), and the Hall voltage is measured
between Probe 6 (V+) and Probe 1 (V-). After an ohmic check is done between Probes 5,4 and
Probes 1,6, the Hall measurement was carried out with an excitation current of 8 µm and an
excitation magnetic field of 1.25 T. The obtained Hall voltage is 3.83×10-4 V. According to
Equation A-1, the carrier concentration is calculated as 7.42×1017 cm-3. The resistivity of the
Mg2Si film is measured using structure A as shown in Figure A.1(a). The current passes through
Pads 1 and 2, and the voltage is measured between Pads 3 and 4. The obtained resistivity is 5.54
Ω-cm, the mobility of the film is calculated as 1.52 cm2/V-s using Equation A-2.
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLE OF COMSOL SIMULATION
This section was published as: Zhang, B.; Zheng, T.; Wang, Q.; Zhu, Y.; Alshareef, H. N.; Kim,
M. J.; Gnade, B. E. “Contact resistance and stability study for Au, Ti, Hf and Ni contacts on thinfilm Mg2Si” J. Alloys Compd. 2017, 699, 1134–1139. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
Copyright [2017], Elsevier.
An example using numerical simulation to determine the corrected specific contact
resistivity value is shown below. This CBKR device is a Ni contact on Mg2Si (deposited at
200◦C), then annealed at 400◦C. The geometry of this cross-bridge kelvin resistor (CBKR) device
is determined using SEM, as shown in Table B.1 and Figure B.1 (b). The dimensions were
measured according to Figure B.1.
Table B.1. Measured contact resistance and dimensions for the CBKR pattern for the simulation
correction in the example
R measured
SCR
Dx
Dy
Dx
Dy
Wx
Wy
Real
(Ω)

(Ω•cm2)

(main )

(main )

(up)

(up)

as

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

(µm)

-0.811

-1.149

0.811

0.608

(µm)

(µm)

Contact
Area (µm2)

measured
0.51

3.23x10-6

106

23.333

23.243

5.42×10-10

(a)

(b)

Figure B.1. (a) A schematic diagram of misalignment of the contact pad, where the misalignment
of the contact pad is measured based on two corners of the mesa: the main corner marked as
Dmain, and the upper right corner marked as Dup. The two corners’ coordinates are set as (0, 0)main
and (0,0)up. In Figure B.1, Dmain x= -0.81µm, means the left edge of the contact pad is extended to
the left side of the main corner by 0.81µm. (b) An example of parameter setting according to
Table 1, where tmesa is the thickness of the Mg2Si film, telectrode is the thickness of the Ni
contact, length is the length of L shaped leg, and Ps is the Preset SCR value.
Ground
Current ﬂows in Pad 2
I=1μA

Output voltage on Pad 3

Figure B.2. A schematic diagram of CBKR geometry used in the COMSOL simulation.
In the COMSOL software, we set up the geometry of the CBKR device using the actual
SEM measurements, using preset-SCR values as input parameters to conduct the numerical
simulations, a CBKR device is built in the COMSOL software as seen in Figure B.2. A small
current (1 or 0.1 µA) is set to flow from pad 2 to pad 1. The top surface of pad 1 is set as
electrical ground, see Figure 2.12(a). The calculated electrical potential on pad 3 is used to
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extract the expected contact resistance value. The simulation outputs the difference, ΔV, between
Pad 3 and Pad 1. The expected contact resistance corresponding to the input-SCR was
determined using Equation B-1. In this example, when the input SCR value is 9×10-7 Ω-cm, the
output ΔV=5.9×10-8 V, RExpected= 5.9×10-8 V/1(×10-6A) = 0.059 Ω. The value of SCR used as an
input to the simulation is swept over a range until the extracted contact resistance value becomes
the same, or close, to the measured contact resistance value. This selection process is relatively
simple because the extracted contact resistance always increases monotonically with the input
SCR. The other main input values for the simulation are the conductivity (or resistivity) of the
semiconductor mesa.1
𝑅!"#$%&$' =

Input-SCR (Ω-m2)
R Expected (Ω)

∆𝑉
𝐼

(B-1)

Table 6.2. Input SCR vs. R expected
9×10-7
1×10-6
0.059

0.083

2×10-6
1.18

Table B.2 shows one set of input-SCR values vs. R expected. Comparing R expected vs.
Rmeasured, the corrected SCR value could be iteracted to a very small range, here between 1x10-2
to 2x10-2 Ω-cm2. The final corrected SCR value is decided by linear interpolation.
Using the CBKR method to measure contact resistance, the sheet resistance of the
semiconductor or contact metal does not come into the calculation when there is no
misalignment in the device. However, when there is misalignment for the device, the measured
results are different from the real value. If the sheet resistance of the semiconductor or contact
metal is low, the difference between the real value and the measured one is small. In the extreme
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case, when the sheet resistance is zero (superconductor), the measured value is equal to the real
value no matter how big the misalignment is.
When using the CBKR method to measure contact resistance, the misalignment is critical
because the current path may be altered compared to the “ideal” no misalignment case, causing
an artificial increase or decrease of the measured value. The smaller the misalignment the
smaller the correction.
In our case, to estimate how sensitive the corrected SCR value is to the misalignment, we
slightly altered the input misalignment value around the measured ones, with the simulation
results shown below. In the simulations, only Dx (main) or Dy (main) are increased or decreased
by 100 nm around the measured value while the other geometry parameters are kept the same as
the measured values.
Table B.2. The expected contact resistance under slightly altered misalignment.
Condition
Input-SRC (Ω•cm2) 5×10-3 1×10-2 1.5×10-2
Dx (main) = -0.711 (µm)

R Expected (Ω)

0.0733

Dx (main) = -0.911 (µm)
Dy (main) = -1.049 (µm)

0.96
0.39

R Expected (Ω)

0.076

Dy (main) = -1.249 (µm)

2

0.925
0.4

1.98

As the results show, the small error in the measured misalignment gives a corrected SCR
value in the region of 5×10-3 to 1.5×10-2 Ω-cm2. Compared to the original range of 1×10-2 to
2×10-2 Ω•cm2, there is no significant change. Small errors in the misalignment measurement
should not have a big impact in the final corrected SCR value.
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APPENDIX C
RBS DATA ANALYSIS
The RBS data were collected using a KOBEHRBS-V500 system at the Nanofabrication
Core Lab at KAUST. A detection angle of 107.5° and a 400 keV beam of He2+ was used for the
analysis.

Figure C.1. The RBS data for TaAlN films with different Ta deposition powers and a fixed Al
deposition power of 4.9 W/cm2. Different samples with different thicknesses have different noise
levels, which interfere with the Al signals, leading to inaccurate Al fitting.
Figure C.1 shows the RBS data collected for TaAlN films with a fixed Al deposition
power of 4.9 W/cm2 while the Ta deposition power increases from 4.9 W/cm2 to 11.1 W/cm2.
We used Si wafers as substrates. In Figure C.1, the signals highlighted in green refer to the
background signals. It is clearly seen in the expanded region that a thicker sample has a wider Ta
peak, which makes the separation between Al and Ta signals smaller. The signals at the end of
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the Ta peak for the thicker samples are stronger than those for the thinner samples, as seen in the
expanded region in Figure C.1 (green highlight), resulting in higher background levels. Those
background signals will interfere with Al signals, especially when the Al signal is weak, causing

Intensity (counts)

(a) Before
substrate
Ta
Step 2

Step 1

Intensity (counts)

the inaccurate fitting of Al.
(b) A<er
substrate
Ta

Energy (keV)

Energy (keV)

Figure C.2. An example of the RBS spectrum: a) before, b) after removing the background
signal.
In order to get reliable Al fitting results, the background signal should be removed. An
example of how to remove the background signal is shown in Figure C.2 (a), including two
steps:
Step 1 (red line): Ta is a heavy element and the lower energy side is due to multiple
scattering. A sloped line is used to remove the background signal.
Step 2 (blue line): In the substrate region, a flat line is used to remove the background
signal.
Figure C.2 (b) shows the RBS spectrum with removed background signal, where it is
clearly seen that the impact of the background level has been greatly reduced. For RBS data
collected on Si or Si3N4 substrates, the final fittings were done on the spectra with partially
removed noise signals.
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